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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The goal of this project originally was to help the East Highland Area

Neighborhood Association (EJ-lANA) in Worcester, MA develop the area into a stable

residential neighborhood partly supported by rental student housing. The current issue

with renting in the area is the fact that there are a large number of absentee landlords who

have allowed their properties to become run·down. It is EHANA's goal to replace

absentee landlords with working-class families who live in the homes and rent the extra

rooms.

The initial plan for this project, given the goal, was to gather a group of West

African immigrants, from a nearby church, who were interested in becoming home

owners and connect them with current absentee landlords or older home owners. Those

willing to allow the immigrants to rent their way into ownership of the homes would be

encouraged to do so by EHANA. Then the new owners would rent the extra rooms to

students, preferably of diverse backgrounds, to allow the neighborhood to develop as

planned. EHANA would support applications for the necessary zoning variances.

However. none of the West Africans who were interviewed were aspiring home owners,

so the project plan was modified.

Next on EHA A's list of priorities is the issue of Lincoln Square and the

vacancies in several of the buildings that surround its north and west sides. The City of

Worcester has decided that the area should be redeveloped. The city hired an outside

architectural planning firm to be responsible for the renovation, and the planning firm

will get the views of the public by holding focus groups and a charrette.

The second plan for this project was to participate in the focus group designated

for college students and monitor the process of gathering, interpreting, and incorporating

focus group information into the final decision of the city. Views of how much influence

the public has in city planning vary among the leaders of EHANA. The information

gathered from auditing the city's process of redevelopment would then be used to

determine whether the views collected in the focus groups had any influence on the

decision and if the city was influenced, to determine to what degree it was. However, the

city's focus groups were postponed, and due to the time constraints of the project, an

additional modification to the study plan was needed.
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The final plan for this project included an effort to organize and hold focus groups

at half of the ten colleges in the Worcester area. Due to time constraints on the pans of

some of the institutions, a survey was created to stand in place of the focus group. The

survey was not has informative as the focus groups were, so they were not of as much

use. The purpose of this project is to gather the views of college students in the Colleges

of Worcester Consortium and determine whether the views of students are common

enough to be represented as one voice, or at least a chorus with harmonious common

themes. The college voice is of special interest in the case of the North Main Street

redevelopment project due to the outcome of the last charrette held on this subject in

1995. At that time, the thirty-thousand college students of Worcester were described as a

great ';untapped market" and a plan that catered to this audience was implied by

comments that olTered an area in Northampton near Smith College as a model for the

North Main Area.
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2.0 OVERVIEW

The East Highland Area Neighborhood Association (EHANA) consists of

residents and property owners with homes or businesses in East Highland Area

Neighborhood. This association has eastern and western limits from the area known as

Lincoln Square to Park Avenue, and northern and southern limits from Institute Park to

Elm Street. Ilighiand Street runs up the middle of the designated area. This

organization's designated service region includes Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Becker

College, Elm Park Community School, the Worcester Art Museum, Price Chopper

(located on Park Avenue), and many other businesses and service agencies.

The mission ofEHANA is "to preserve, promote, and celebrate qualitv of life for

all stakeholders of this diverse neighborhood: residents, workers, business and property

owners, and service or educational institutions including their clients or students." There

is regular consultation with WPI on Lincoln Square. EHANA strives to work closely

with city officials and departments as well as other community oriented groups in the

Worcester area.

The original goal of the project was to assist EHANA in establishing the area as a

stable residential area with rental student housing. The ideal situation EI lANA envisions

for providing that type of housing is working class families owning large older homes

and renting extra rooms to college students. It is EHANA's dream for the area to become

an ethnic or urban village with a West African - Brazilian flavor. This would call for

immigrants ITom the previously mentioned areas to control and maintain the houses,

renting extra rooms to a transient, international student population.

The current situation is that absentee landlords are purchasing the houses in

question and they become run-down apartments. Hence, another WPI project, being

completed by Sean Quinlivan, involved surveying the property owners and some. mostly

Hispanic, families renting in the area about their aspirations for the neighborhood.

The original plan for this project involved connecting the West African members of the

Wesley United Methodist Church, who were expected to be aspiring home owners

needing assistance to accomplish that aspiration, with current home owners. who may be

willing to allow the previously mentioned immigrants to lease-buy their way into home
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ownership. If older homeowners would be willing to act as the bank as far as acquiring

loans is concerned, the plan would be beneficial for both sides.

Contact information for the pastor at Wesley United Methodist Church on Main

Street was obtained. and Pastor Vikki Woods was contacted to schedule a meeting to

discuss the possibility of interviewing a group of West African immigrants who attend

the church. The interview was scheduled with the members of the West African Gospel

Choir, which consisted of between twenty-five and thirty members, representing

approximately one third of the West African membership in the church. The reason the

plan did not work is the fact that the West African members of the given church are much

more self-sufficient than they were perceived to be. Many of them already own homes,

and those who did not were content with their current living situations and had no

aspirations of becoming landlords or owning homes of their own. Due to the

misconception of this study's subjects by the EHA A leaders, a new project plan had to

be developed. The proposed new project plan involved the Lincoln Square Project.

The city of Worcester, MA is currently exploring ways to renovate what is known

to residents as Lincoln Square (Appendix A). There are a few defining pieces of

architecture in Lincoln Square, but the vacancies that remain imminent in this central

gateway of Worcester are causing both planners and preservationists to be seriously

concerned about this area of the city. There are three locations involved in the project;

The Worcester County Courthouse, The Worcester Memorial Auditorium, and the

Worcester Vocational High School.

The Worcester County Courthouse, which is located on top o[Court Ilill,

overlooks Main Street and Lincoln Square as a whole. Erected in increments, the

building consists of several different sections, which were built between 1843 and 1954.

Due to the fact that there will be a new courthouse in which the Superior, District, and.

Probate courts will be housed, which is scheduled to be completed in 2007, the way this

structure will function in the future is uncertain. Although this facility is not owned by

the City of Worcester, but by the State of Massachusens, its vacancy has still resulted in

concern for some local people who would like to see the city take charge of the situation.

The Worcester Memorial Auditorium, which was built in Lincoln Square in 1931

and 1932, exemplifies Classical Revival architecture while posing as a major landmark
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for the city of Worcester. The memorial was designed by Lucius Briggs to recognize the

9,000 Worcester citizens who served in World War I. Due to the lack of use of the

Memorial as a venue for performances after 1990, it was leased to the state of

Massachusetts to provide additional space to the courthouse to house the Juvenile Court.

The construction of the previously mentioned new courthouse will leave the Worcester

Memorial Auditorium unoccupied. Without a tenant to pay maintenance costs or a

purpose, the future of this building is extremely uncertain. In addition to lack of use, the

building has suffered physical deterioration as a result of the minimal amount of

maintenance that has been performed on it.

The Worcester Vocational High School consists of two buildings. One of which

was originally known as the Worcester Boys Club that was constructed between 1928

and 1930 on the original site of the Salisbury Mansion. The other was originally the

Worcester Boy's Trade School, which was designed in 1909 and built shortly thereafter.

As a result of the completion of the new Worcester Technical High School on Belmont

Hill, these buildings have been left vacant. The owners of Gateway Park have been given

the option of purchasing this property, but have not yet taken any action with regards to

this matter.

Given the background of the current Lincoln Square situation, an excellent

opportunity for a new project plan presented itself, seeing as how the next priority on the

list of EHANA's goals was influencing the future uses of the nearby, vacant, city-owned

buildings in Lincoln Square. The organization has generated a list of general principles

for Lincoln Square (Appendix B), and it is clear that EHANA wishes for the arca to be

residential. EHANA has shown a considerably amount of concern regarding the

vacancies and deterioration of the buildings of which Lincoln Square is composed, and

has attempted to have its views on the issue heard by the city (Appendices C and D).

The city plans to use the next nine months to come up with an economic

development strategy for the area, which would be a vision which includes ideas on

possible uses for the buildings in the area that would be economically feasible and

beneficial to the city. City officials have hired Vanasse, Hangen, and Brustlin, Inc. of

Watertown, an outside firm of consultants, to plan and undertake data collection and

planning of the renovation process. The finn plans to form fourteen focus groups, which
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should happen sometime in the May of 2007, of college students, home owners, business

owners, parents, professionals, artists, and residents who live in the vicinity. to gather the

views of the public on the redevelopment and provide a setting in which any ideas that

residents may have can be heard. The current plan is to have meetings that arc an hour

long which include between twelve and twenty people, each held back to back over a

period of two days. The firm also plans to hold a charrette, which was previously

scheduled for April of 2007, to gather views from those who may not necessarily fit into

the description of any of the focus groups. Marketing studies are currently in progress in

order to gather information on potential uses for the area and each building within and the

economic standing of the situation. The firm will then, taking in to consideration the

views of the public, choose a plan that is both feasible and cost effective for the city.

Given the city's process of redevelopment, the next plan for this project was to

take part in the city's college student focus group and charrette. and obtain information

from the other focus groups. The city's process would then be monitored from the focus

groups to the final decision and implementation ofthc final plan for Lincoln Square. The

purpose of auditing the city's route to implementation would have been to get a sense of

which types of people had the most influence in the city's decision-making, which would

be extremely valuable to EHANA. Since the city postponed the charrette and the focus

groups until May 2007, the plan for this project had to be adapted once again to

accommodate the WPI academic year, which ends in early May.

The final project plan included gathering the views of college students in the

Worcester area on the Lincoln Square issue, particularly the Worcester Memorial

Auditorium and presenting their views in the city's focus group. This was done by

organizing focus groups at different institutions to discuss the matter. For the schools

which were unwilling or unable to gather a focus group discussion, surveys were made

and scnt to gather the opinions of students from those institutions. The goal was to have

half of the colleges of Worcester participate in the study, preferably using the focus group

method.

The Worcester Department of Economic Development was contacted for the

purpose of acquiring contact information for the specific personnel from Vanasse,

Ilangen, and Brustlin. Inc. of Watertown, the firm of architectural planning consultants
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hired for the redevelopment of tincoin Square, who are responsible for the Lincoln

Square project. The reasoning behind contacting the finn would have been to develop a

process for the focus groups involved in this project, which was consistent with that of

the finn's focus groups. The Economic Development Department discouraged

communication with the finn, because they were not contractually obligated to cooperate

with the efforts of this project or disseminate any infonnation. Since, there was no

infonnation available at this time as to how the eity's focus groups will be conducted, this

project's focus groups were formatted based on ideas circulating in EHANA.

In passing on the results of this study to EHANA, the organization should take on

the responsiblity for representing the views of the college students who were involved in

the focus groups. EHANA will be responsible for getting copies of the report to those

who the organi7..ation feels should take heed to the views discussed and work to integrate

them into the city's plan for redevelopment.

The north end of Main Street, which includes Lincoln Square, was the

subject of a charrette previously in October of 1995. Through the use of four focus

groups, labeled A, B, C, and D, the public's views were gathered. Each focus group

consisted ofa different topic. The focus groups were entitled as follows: Focus Group A:

How to Make Connections among the Centrum, the Conventions Center and North Main

Street, Focus Group B: How to Improve Traffic Circulation, Parking, and Pedestrian

Movement, Focus Group C: What Role Should Governmental, Institutional and Church

Properties Play?, and Focus Group D: Marketing Opportunities for North Main Street.

The charrette's local development concept was that Worcester needed a district that was a

draw to the relatively large college student population estimated to be 30,000 students in

the city. A commercial district akin to that in Northampton near Smith College. or like

the Amherst center serving the five college area Consortium, especially UMass Amherst

was promoted as a model.

The idea was harder to implement in Worcester where some colleges had

produced their own little college town service strips, with WPI and Becker on Highland

Street and Clark on Main Street. However, Holy Cross, Assumption and Worcester State

had not done so due to the fact that South Main Street was not a safe area; extending

down Main Street to Mechanics Hall.
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With a hotel in the area and the redevelopment of the area centering on the

Centrum, it seemed like the northern half of the city center would come to life. The

concept was vague and not yet fully developed, but the artsy flavor of the Northampton

cofTee shops, unusual clothing shops, art galleries and art and craft shows stressing

student work for display and sale seemed to be the core of the idea of what type of

entertainment. commercial activity, restaurants and some bars could thrive.

The logistics that had not been worked out in 1995 was what the role of specific

buildings in that unit might be. Worcester Vocational High School and courthouse were

not unoccupied and no one seemed to be talking about leveling or clearing buildings at

the time; renovation talk was focused on Loews and Mechanics Hall. The challenge

became what to do with the small store front vacancies multiplying along North Main

Street. This decentralized commercial model seemed appropriate despite the obvious

problem of trying to get an entertained district going amidst churches, monuments,

courthouses and a high school.

Possibly, the idea was to get a result similar to the First Night celebration. Using

these buildings animated the area once a year with the arts ranging from poetry to ethnic

entertainment, comics and mimes to rock bands all in different venues side by side with

traffic flowing between them and stopping for food set up in the churches cn route to

dancing and a food court atmosphere at the auditorium.

In that regard, one might be able to ignore the underused rooms in churches,

courthouses, schools, public theaters and pull them all into a unified pedestrian mall with

a common program to distribute and a single entry fee. However, plans to sustain that

carnival atmosphere was unclear, but somehow the arts seemed to be able to do it

periodically.

Once the buildings are vacated, the EHA A debate picks up where the old

discussions left ofT. For example, Wilkes proposes, in a lener, a refurbished auditorium as

a site for model UN's as part of a pedestrian friendly walking circuit near a residentially

oriented vocational school that stresses a mix of nice elder condos with modest

apartments in a mutuaJly supportive array where people without cars could get around.

He sees it as a place where colleges team up to participate in electronically valuable

activities for local high school students.
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eedle counter proposes amateur arts and cheap entenainment model with lots of

ethnic festivals and periodic political gatherings. fully developing the idea implied in the

1995 Charrette. As he talks about another arts oriented and entertainment oriented

facility, he is careful to make sure that it is not a competitor for the arts-oriented

Mechanics Hall, or the entertainment-oriented Centrum that already exists. eedle is

careful in his article to note that his concept of the auditorium is amateur entertainment

(Appendix E). This leaves the high end arts performances with thirty to fifty dollar tickets

to talent of narrow appeal to Mechanics Hall, and even leaves their regional All-State

Musical High School trade alone. He also doesn't move in on sports or concert activity

with "big name" drawn like the Centrum is offering, though in the past the auditorium did

host \vrestling and concerts. He stresses "cheap seats" in the five to one hundred-ten

dollar range and local amateur talent, and the times past when the auditorium was a

gathering place for roller skating and local celebrities puning on a show or a gathering of

Boy Scout troops from around the regional council. He notes privately that concern about

whether Worcester limited arts and culture community can support another venue is

likely to generate opposition to fund raising to renovate the auditorium but struggling

venue ifhe is not careful to delineate a new and underserved arts clientele (Needle 2007).

The main difference architected, is that Wilkes created this place to avoid set up costs,

but hoped to allow for the use of the stage on one end for speakers and theatricals.

These semi~compatible usages become the start of a focus group model in which

the students of Worcester can be drawn into a discussion about what would be the best

use of these buildings if the goal were to draw these students to assemble and create a

social life that draws in others from the city. As the idea matures it becomes clear that the

community aspect and college gathering aspect do not meet the city's desire to support

the redevelopment effort. Otherwise, the city has to raise the funds for refurbishing from

state and federal sources as it did for Union Station.

Hence. a third vision was developed around the theme of a classy state of the an

museum and educational display on the Space Age which would draw tourists to the city

and generate the funds needed to carry out the renovation process. The notion of a

business incubator was added to that to tic into a new economic base for the city in the

corning age costly energy space fund. The third alternative vision was tried in a
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questionnaire experiment developed when Worcester State was not able to set up a focus

group. Plans were made to try and see if one could do without the interaction part of this

data gathering approach and ask people to state their preferences in order instead. The

individual responses could then be compiled to approximate a group consensus-assuming

they could distinguish pros and cons for each approach enough to make sure that on

balance one or another was the better way to go.

The most prominent idea that came from the charrette as a whole was that the

City of Worcester should aim to compromise between making the downtown area both

aesthetically pleasing and logistically convenient. Mechanics Hall was used as an

example of the previously mentioned balance. It was also suggested that there be a

parking and pedestrian plan that was well thought out and could stimulate the

development of the downtown area. A new high-end hotel was also mentioned. The

general idea that came from this study was to redevelop the area into a commercial area

intended to bring college students together by drawing them to a shopping and

entertainment area that catered to them akin to an area in Northampton, MA. Once

gathered the shops and restaurants that catered to them seemed to attract other residents

as well and an area with many arts and crafts for sale had emerged as well as ethnically

diverse food offerings at reasonable costs. This model was what emerged despite the

lack of college students prescnt.

There was also a plan to redevelop the downtown Worcester area, also known as

the Worcester Central Business District in January of 1992. The goal of this

redevelopment was to transform downtown Worcester into an urban centcr which was

aesthetically pleasing and encouraged social interaction. It was intended for downtown

Worcester to be both viable and diverse, with opportunities in retail, culture, and

entertainment. It was also meant to pose as a hub for both government and commercial

activity. There were also goals of developing an integrated transportation system to make

downtown more accessible and bener parking options to encourage pedestrian traffic in

the area. To implement these plans, it was recommended that marketing eiTorts by the

city to improve its image be increased and city funds needed to be invested in DO\\'J1town

Worcester's infrastructure as well.
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Focus groups are an efficient qualitative tool that can be used to gather the

feelings of a certain group of people on a given issue. Focus groups are generally

composed of about six to eight individuals, and participants are selected due to thc fact

that thcy all have something in common that is pcrtinent to the mattcr at hand. The

moderator ofa focus group creates an atmosphere which is pcrmissive and encouragcs

the participants to express their opinions without the pressure of reaching a consensus.

The discussions are guided so that the moderator can obtain the participants' perceptions

on a focused area of interest, hence the name, focus group. For this method to be

effective, more than one focus group must be used, and the focus groups should vary

based on what the participants of each group have in common. This difference would be

used to compare and contrast the opinions and perceptions of different groups of people.

In this particular study, the link joining each focus group is the fact that all of the

participants attend the same institution for post secondary education (Krueger and Casey

2001).

This study includes three types of institutions: technical, liberal arts, and a

religiously affiliated college, which allows the comparing and contrasting of views of

students who have different areas of study and who are educated in different

environments. Students from technical institutions generally have a more practical

outlook on endeavors concerning redevelopment or renovation (Pike 2006). In

application to this study, students tend to look for options that are "safe" in terms of

feasibility and start-up costs. To students pursuing a technical dcgrce, functionality of a

structure or an endeavor often outweighs aesthetics by a landslide. They tend to focus on

the short term benefits of decisions as opposed to looking at things in the long run, or

"seeing the big picture". Students pursuing degrees in disciplines that are designated as

liberal arts tend to be more focused on aesthetics and long-term satisfaction with

decisions (Pike 2006). While religiously affiliated colleges provide a different

environment for students, students pursuing degrees in areas mentioned above tend to

take on similar perspectives.
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3.0 METJIODOLOGY

In acquiring opinions from college students, data was collected in two fonns:

student focus groups and student questionnaires. The studcnt focus group was the

method of choice, because it allowed students to ask questions about the stimulus used

(Appendix 1.5) and it facilitated interaction between students. However, due to thc small

number of students who were willing to participate in focus groups, both a survey was

prepared based on the stimulus document that was used in the focus groups so that

students could provide their thoughts on the matter at hand efficiently (Appendix 1.6).

Enclosed with each survey, which described three options to rate, were a cover letter,

which describes the project in detail, and a copy of an article written by the chairman of

EIIANA for the InCity Times, which is a magazine that discusses urban issues

(Appendices 1.7-1.8).

Each focus group consisted of between four and six students from a single school

which included the following: Clark University, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and

Assumption College. Students for each focus group were selected by an administrator at

their respective institution based on their interest in the given topic.

Six copies of the survey were sent out to an administrator from each of the

following institutions: Worcester State College, Becker College. College of the Holy

Cross, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Massachusetts College of Phannacy,

Anna Maria College, and Quinsigamond Community College requesting that they have

students complete them by May I, 2007, due to the fact that there was no response to the

request to assemble a focus group. In the case of Worcester State College, copies of the

survey were also sent to the head of the Department of Urban Studies, a contact of Scan

Quinlivan, due to the interest his students had in the topic. The students selected to

complete the survey were chosen by personnel at their respective institutions.

At the beginning of each focus group, each student was given a written stimulus

which stated three proposals for the redevelopment Worcester Memorial Auditorium.

The students were asked to look over the literature briefly, as each plan was elaborated

upon. The students were then asked if the explanation of the three proposals was clear

and allowed to ask questions for clarification. Following the time for clarification, the

students were asked to provide their opinions on each proposal. including the weaknesses
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proposals of his or her own for the auditorium. Following this, the students are allowed

to engage in and open discussion on the issue. Finally, each student was asked to provide

one suggestion that he or she would provide to the city if given the opportunity.

Students assigned to complete surveys received a stimulus which was more in·

depth than that which was given to the students who participated in the focus groups, due

to the fact that verbal clarification was not available to them. The instructions provided

asked the students to read the stimulus, which included a marc thorough synopsis of the

same proposals that were included in the focus group stimulus, and state their feelings on

the matter by rating each plan on feasibility and desirability using the scale provided.

The students were also asked to provide comments and ideas of their own in the space

provided at the bottom of the questionnaire.

After all the data was collected, it was reviewed and an overview of what students

from each institution thought collectively was drafted for each college. These overviews

were then used to compare and contrast the views of students at the other institutions.
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4.0 FINDINGS - FocuS GROUPS

4. J Clark University

In response to the given stimuli, the students who participated in the Clark

University focus group responded positively to the first two proposed uses of the

Worcester Memorial Auditorium, which were the ideas of an arts center combined with a

convention center and a collegiate meeting center, and negatively to the idea ora tourist

attraction combined with a research facility as a memorial to Robert Goddard. The group

justified its opinions on the basis ofthc costs which would be associated with renovation.

the vitality of the auditorium after its renovation. and the ability the facility would have to

bring in revenue.

As far as the first proposed use was concerned, the students were extremely

interested in the idea of a place to hold things in the realm of debates, Model United

ations, and academic competitions. There wasn't any opposition to the idea of an arts

center, but the students did shy away from the idea of having the entire auditorium

devoted to the arts. Some students mentioned the fact that the Worcester DCU Center

already serves as a convention center for the city and that it is currently underused, so if

the auditorium were to be used as a convention center, it should be geared toward the

high school and collegiate community, which is the point at which the latter portion of

the first proposal overlaps with the second proposal.

When responding to the idea of the collegiate center, the students were extremely

enthusiastic about using the facility as a meeting place for similar organizations on the

different campuses within the consortium. A place to hold conferences and conventions

which would be geared toward college students was popular, as well as those conferences

and conventions that ,,'ould nonnally be held on one of the colleges' campuses. They

thought it to be more efficient than the idea of hundreds of people crowding a campus

and inconveniencing its students, faculty, and staff. They also liked the idea of having

the consortium plan large events that would be of interest to students from all of the

colleges within it. However, the focus group was not fond of using the building as an

unstructured social hangout for movies and social milling to "bump" into students from

other colleges. The group felt that students would only visit the facility to hang out if

they already had preexisting plans to be in the Downto",," Worcester area. However,
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students especially liked the idea of the expansion of the consortium shuttle system,

seeing as how it would eliminate the need to find funds for public transportation or

private means of transportation and parking.

Concerning the final stimulus proposal, the group found considered idea of the

tourist attraction and research facility to be impractical. The students felt that the

renovation of the facility for the given proposal would cost more than its worth and that

the amount of work which would have to be put into the facilitation of this plan would

outweigh the revenue potential that the exhibit would have. They thought that it would be

a money loser over time. With regards to the memorial for Robert Goddard, the focus

group brought up the fact that many people arc ignorant of the existence, contribution,

and significance of Robert Goddard. An exhibit or memorial used to honor him would

not even bring local residents to the facilitY,let alone tourists to the city. This plan

seemed unpromising and infeasible to them.

When asked about different ideas they had for the auditorium, most of their ideas

were similar to the ideas presented to them at the beginning, but some were different.

One idea was an open air market in combination with an art museum for local artists to

display and sell their work. The market would allow vendors to rent space in the

auditorium to set up stands and sell things as various as: handmade crafts, fresh fruits and

vegetables, and baked goods. Another proposal consisted of renting the venue to

organizations that needed a large amount of space for events. There was also a plan to

use the auditorium for nonwprofit conventions. Some other suggestions were to have a

facility for indoor recreation which included the facilitation of activities such as: rock

climbing, swimming. running, and other indoor sports.

The students had many recommendations and concerns which were relevant to the

mattcr at hand. The group recommended that, no mattcr how the space would be used,

the auditorium needed to have a main focus or general theme to help it stand out to

residents and tourists alike. They suggested that the general use of the space be unique to

the auditorium and distinct from any other space in Worcester in order to avoid

competition for usc. The suggestion was made that there be one or more trademark

events which would be known to take place in the facility, and that it be opened with a

large event. The main concerns of the Clark students were the funding of the $30 million
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renovation. the vitality of the newly renovated facility. and the potential for the

auditorium to bring in revenue. The conclusion made given the previous statement was

that the city should wait to renovate and use the Worcester Memorial Auditorium until

people show more interest in visiting the Downtown Worcester area, rather than try to

use the auditorium to aUract people downtown. In short, it should be part of a larger

revitalization strategy.

4.2 Worcester Polytechnic Institute

The student participants of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute focus group, as did

the students from the Clark focus group, responded in a positive fashion to the ideas of

the arts center and the collegiate center, and negatively to the idea of a tourist attraction

and research facility as a Robert Goddard Memorial. This group of students justified its

perception of the ideas based on functionality of the facility. the longevity of the

auditorium after the implementation of the respective plans. and the costs associated with

each.

In response to the first stimulus. the focus group was extremely interested in the

idea of having a place for local amateur artists to perform and gain exposure. However,

they felt that local artists would need assistance in advertising and public relations in

order for the plan to work, because the general Worcester population would not be

interested in the performances of amateurs. The students seemed rather indifferent about

the latter part of the idea that included the convention center for things in the order of

Model United Nations, debates, and academic competitions. The students said that they

personally would not be interested in participating in sueh activities, but they did not

consider that portion of the proposal to be totally impractical or infeasible due to the fact

that it would not be popular or stressed at their college.

Concerning the second proposal, the group was enthusiastic about having a

facility that would provide function space for collegiate functions. There was a general

consensus that this proposal would provide an excellent opportunity for students to meet

people from other higher learning institutions. The students liked the idea of having a

larger space that would make events intended for a larger audience feasible, as opposed
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to the idea ofbcing forced to exclude some of those who would be interested in a

particular event due to lack of space on a given campus to accommodate them. Although

they liked the idea of having a space dedicated to the collegiate community, the students

expressed concern that the Worcester Memorial Auditorium might actually be too large

and exceed the desired amount of space for a large collegiate event. There was also

concern as to how much of the time the facility would be used by the collegiate

community. The group felt that the consortium may not have enough large events to hold

in the auditorium in order to justify devoting it completely to the facilitation of collegiate

events.

As far as the final proposal was concerned, although they had heard of Robert

Goddard and were more likely to have personal interest in his area of expertise, the

students found the idea of the tourist attraction and business incubator dedicated to him to

be impractical and farfetched. The group felt that this proposal would be a huge

undcrtaking for a facility that would be of little intcrest to the public. The participants

felt that the renovation of the auditorium would cost more than the revenue it would bring

to the city, therefore rendering it a waste of tax money. They felt that there were too

many ideas intertwined into the proposal. The students expressed that the given proposal

would have an extravagant opening, but would bring little to no revenue to the cit)' after

the grand opening of the new facility.

When the group was asked to corne up with original ideas for the use of the

Worcester Memorial Auditorium, they had many suggestions. The most prominent of

group's proposals was a combination of the first and second proposals. The students

thought that the perfonning artists of the area needed a place to congregate, and have

perfonnances at little to no cost to them. They also expressed the idea that there should

be a place for vendors of hand-made crafts and artwork in the facility. The group also

fclt that similar organizations on the campuses of the consortium nceded a place to meet

and that institutions needed a place to plan social events in order to raise money for their

respective organizations. They felt that adding a restaurant to the facility would increase

its use as well. The group felt that combining these two ideas would keep the auditorium

in constant use. Another idea the group proposed was that the space be redeveloped into

housing that would be available for renting purposes. The participants thought that this
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would appeal to college students in the general vicinity. There were other ideas brought

up as well such as, a movie theater, a dance club and a plan to completely remove the

building to create more parking.

When asked to give recommendations relevant to matter at hand, the students

mentioned that Worcester is socially and economically inept. The group felt that the city

should bring in more large businesses to attract more visitors. The students also

mentioned that there is very little history that is of interest to outsiders in the city, which

makes it dimcult for Worcester to compete with Boston for the tourists who visit the state

of Massachusetts. However, the issue that they felt makes the most difference is the filct

that many visitors view Worcester as a city which is high in crime.

4.3 Assumption College

In striking accord with the students from Clark University and Worcester

Polytechnic Institute, the students who participated in the focus group at Assumption

College gave a positive response to the first two proposals and a negative response to the

third proposal. Justifications of these responses were made on the bases of the feasibility

of each proposal, the interest the public would have in each, and longevity the facility

would have in terms of its continued use.

When asked to respond to the first stimulus, the focus group participants felt that

the arts center would be a good way for the city to give back to the community. The

students also felt that the first proposal would help keep some people, mainly adolescents

and struggling artists off the streets of Worcester. The students in the focus group also

responded positively to the idea of having a "small" convention center (compared to the

DCU) and a place for high school and collegiate arts performances. They felt that using

the facility as a mini-convention center would bring special interest group tourists to the

city. They also thought that using it as a place for local performances would cause major

use by schools that didn't have the auditorium and functions space to hold things such as

plays or musicals on campus. They noted that their own school would greatly benefit

from the availability of such a facility, seeing as how their school lacked such a space.

In response to the second proposal, the focus group felt that it was an excellent

idea to redevelop the auditorium in order to facilitate the interaction of students from
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different institutions of higher learning. The students felt that such a facility would

provide a better college experience that would be emotionally healthier than one in which

students were isolated from people at different colleges. They felt that the collegiate

center would be a great way to bring the consortium together on the bases of academic

enrichment, extracurricular activities, and social activities. The idea that guest speakers

that would be of interest to common academic departments at different institutions within

the consortium would help students meet others within their major areas of study was

strongly endorsed by the group. The group also felt that a renovated auditorium would

allow student organizations that the colleges within the consortium had in common to

meet, fonn coalitions, and plan larger events to foster their members' interest. The

students felt that having social gatherings would allow students to escape the confined

atmospheres of their respective institutions.

Concerning the final proposal, the students felt that the tourist attraction dedicated

to Robert Goddard to be impractical and a waste of time and money. They felt thal the

facility would be of little interest to college students, who make up a large part of the

general population in Worcester, and the public as a whole. It was mentioned by the

group that this particular proposal was economically infeasible and that it would not help

to make Worcester a city regularly visited by tourists, due to the fact that Boston, MA is

in its general vicinity. Another reason the students gave for their negative responses to

the final proposal was that they felt as though giving back to the community was of more

importance than bringing in revenue to the city.

When asked for their own thoughts on how the Worcester Memorial Auditorium

should function in the future, the students gave a response that was the equivalent of the

combination of the first two proposals. They stressed that it was extremely important that

the colleges of the consortium work together to provide an atmosphere and activities that

would bring students throughout the city together. They felt that this would be the next

logical step in broadening the functions of the consortium and fonning a tighter coalition

among the students within. It was also mentioned that the facility should be used to

positively impact the community.

When asked for personal recommendations for the city with regards to the given

issue, the group felt that, whatever the designated use of the facility became after its
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renovation and redevelopment, the primary function of the auditorium should cater to the

interests and needs of the college community in Worcester in some fashion. The students

felt that, seeing as how much of Worcester's population consists of college students who

put a lot into the community, the city should have some way of giving back to them, and

the redevelopment of the Worcester Memorial Auditorium would be an excellent way to

accomplish this task.
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5.0 FINDINGS - SURVEYS

Due to the time constraints of students who attend the institutions to which the

surveys were sent, Worcester State College was the only school to respond. There were

four responses. On a scale from one to six, with six being the highest, the students rated

the proposals on desirability and feasibility respectively. In one survey, a student gave

the arts center scores of two and one, the collegiate center scores of one and onc. and the

tourist attraction scores of one and one. Another student gave the arts centcr scores of six

and two. raising the question of parking. The same student left the scores for the

collegiate center blank and wrote the following comment: "Good luck 'enlarging

funds' .". This student also gave the tourist attraction scores of one and onc. A third

student gave the proposal for the arts center scores of four and two, the collegiate ccntcr

scores of five and three, and the tourist attraction scores of four and two. The fourth

student did not distinguish the scores he or she gave to desirability and feasibility. This

student gave the arts center a score of five, the collegiate center a score of four, and the

tourist attraction a score of four. The students at Worcester State College as a whole

were not interested in writing in comments and thus discussing the ideas which were

presented to them. Although they expressed that the idea of an arts center as something

that was of moderate interest to them, they didn't find it very feasible and one was

concerned about parking. There didn't seem to be much interest expressed in the

proposals of the intercollegiate center or the tourist attraction, and the response regarding

feasibility was negative. There were no additional comments made in the space

provided. so there is no infonnation on what original ideas the students may have had for

the Worcester Memorial Auditorium.

It is more likely that this is a failure of the methodology than that they really had

nothing to say. There was one person with clear views and preferences and the rest could

barely distinguish between the proposals rating them all about the same. If they had been

in a focus group the one student with clear ideas would have kicked off the discussion

and everyone would probably have joined in. So, there is no easy short cut to gathering

student opinion by turning to a survey.
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6.0 DISCUSSION m- RESULTS- Focus GROUPS

The students who participated in the focus groups at Clark University, Worcester

Polytechnic Institute, and Assumption College all had similar views on the future use of

the Worcester Memorial Auditorium. Students from all three of the previously

mentioned institutions felt that the proposals for the arts center and the collegiate center

should be combined in order to keep the auditorium in constant use. All of the students

from these institutions expressed the view that the artists of the community nceded a

common place to meet and exhibit their works and talents. The students felt that the

artists would support each other, but, in contrast to the Clark students, the students from

WPI stressed the perfonning arts, and stated that the artists would need assistance with

publicity in order to gain a substantial amount of support outside the arts community.

Sinee a large portion of Worcester's population is comprised of college students, students

from all of these institutions felt that the future use of the Worcester Memorial

Auditorium should benefit the collegiate community in some fashion. They expressed

the view that most students within the consortium would be interested in a facility which

accommodated large gatherings and more generally facilitated interaction among students

from different institutions. The students felt as though similar organizations from

different institutions needed a common, but not necessarily this large, meeting place and

that the consortium needed a venue of its own to plan common events.

All of the focus groups gave a negative response to the proposal which included

the tourist attraction and business incubator dedicated to Robert Goddard. The

participants felt that the idea was a large undertaking for the limited amount of interest

the public would have in such an exhibit. It was stated in all of the focus groups that

tourists visiting the state of Massachusetts would be more likely to visit the city of

Boston, which is already established as a landmark for tourists. Therefore, it would be

fruitless to attempt to usc one attraction that probably wouldn't be of interest to the local

population. to attract tourists.

The students who participated in the Clark focus group recommended that the city

wait until more interest in the downtown area arises. They were more interested in the

ideas of Model United Nations and organizational meetings. The Clark students were not

fond of the idea of the auditorium being used as a social hangout. The students from WPI
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gave a response that was similar to the response from Clark in some respects, and they

also suggested that the city bring more businesses into the area as a way of building the

interest in the downtown area. However, in contrast to the students at Clark University,

the WPI participants were very open to the idea of a social gathering place. The

participants from Assumption recommended that, whatever usc arises, it should benefit

the college community. The also felt that the city should use the facility to "give back" to

the community in some fashion, but they seem to have meant by that the need for the city

giving back to the college students and enhance their community.

7.0 DISCUSSION 01-' RESULTS- SURVEYS

The students from Worcester State College who completed the survey did not

corne to a consensus as to how they felt about the proposals. Therefore, their views can

not be expressed as one voice as those in the focus groups are. There were no additional

comments provided by the students, so there is no information available as far as

justification, original ideas, and recommendations are concerned. This is too bad in a

way. since this is the college that best serves the people who grew up in Worcester and

WSC students were most likely to take a resident's point of view as well as a college

student point of view. Perhaps their perspective can be drawn into a future study.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

The students who participated in the focus groups had opinions which were

common enough to be represented as one voice. The focus group participants want

something to benefit the collegiate community and the artists of the area, but feel that the

city needs to spark more interest in the downtown area first so the facility will be

convenient to visit for the public. They students seem to feel that the Worcester

Memorial Auditorium should be part of a larger redevelopment project, which includes

morc of downtown than just orth Main Street. The students are eager to meet others

from different institutions. and they feel like a collegiate and arts center WQuid be the best

undertaking of those three proposed to meet this need.

The students who completed the survey were not really motivated to provide

additional comments and original ideas, and they expressed a level of apathy in

completing the survey, seeing as how there were no justifications of their ratings. The

survey has proven itself to be an ineffective qualitative tool in this process, and the results

it provided have not been of much value in this study.

The voice represented by the focus groups is only that of the students who attend

private institutions, which mayor may not differ from the views of students who attend

public institutions. While students from private institutions are generally from different

areas of the country. students who attend public institutions, in most cases, are from the

Worcester County area and may have more knowledge of the city and its issues. Students

at public schools are also morc likely to reside in the area, which makes their views worth

gathering in a future study.
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9.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

After meeting with the Worcester Polytechnic Institute Vice President of

Government and Community Relations, many recommendations for future work have

been advised. It was agreed that the college students had some excellent ideas for the use

of the Worcester Memorial Auditorium, but it seems that the plans are too

underdeveloped at this point to present them to the eity officials of Worcester. There is

no clear process defined in order to go from the auditorium's current state to the final

plan that the students have for its use.

At the present time, the city is focused on the area known as City Square due to its

huge investment to its cause, therefore, the issue of Lincoln Square and, particularly the

Worcester Memorial Auditorium, probably will not be high on the city's priority list.

Furthennore, the city has an enormous budget deficit, and this would be a huge elTort for

the city under its given economic condition. It may be beneficial to wait and witness the

results of the redevelopment of the Worcester County Courthouse, assuming that this

structure will be dealt with by the city before the auditorium. This would expose a

general process by which the city redevelops vacant spaces and give some insight as to

how to get involved in that process.

The next step in getting the voices of the students heard should be contacting Erin

Williams, who is responsible for arts and cultural activities in the city of Worcester. This

should be combined with contacting Armand Carriere, who was hired in April of2005 as

the first Executive Director of the Worcester UniverCity Partnership, which is a nonprofit

collaboration which consists of public and private sector organizations working with the

higher learning institutions in the Worcester area. The organizations included in this

coalition are: The Worcester Regional Chamber of Commerce, the Worcester Business

Development Corporation, the Colleges of Worcester Consortium, and the City of

Worcester. The Worcester UniverCity Partnership was designed to engage the

institutions of higher learning of Worcester in the promotion of the development of the

city's economy and community revitalization. By contacting these people, the students

will have better resources for assistance in developing their plans for the Worcester

Memorial Auditorium. While working with UniverCity Partnership, the students who

participated in the focus groups should be represented in the college student focus group
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that is organized by the firm responsible for the redevelopment plan. The student

representative should advocate the views expressed by the students in the focus groups so

that they can be integrated directly into the city's process. The process should then be

monitored to gauge the influence that the voice of the collegiate community has in city

decision-making. The information in this report should be passed on to EHANA,

UniverCity Partnership, and Vanasse, Hangen, and Brustlin, Inc. of Watertown to help

advocate for the student voice.

To continue this study, the views of students who attend public institutions should

be ascertained using the focus group method, since the use of a survey was not a very

informative source of data. The Deans of Students of the public institutions in the

Worcester consortium should be contacted approximately a month in advance in order to

facilitate focus groups, due to scheduling and availability issues that may arise. These

views should then be compared to the views of the students who attend private

institutions to see if the voice remains a common one or not. Focus groups for high

school students should be organized as well, seeing as how many students from the

public institutions graduate from high schools in the area and the second proposal

involves college students holding events for secondary school students.

To complete this study, focus groups should be conducted at all of the collegiate

institutions within the consortium, and their views should be advocated during the city's

focus group and the charrette held by the city. The representative should then audit the

rest of the process, until the city reaches a decision and begins implementation. It should

then be determined, by the same representative, whether or not the college voice had an

inOuencc on the decision made by the city and how much the city's planning was

influenced, if at all.
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April 25, 2006 CITY OF WORCESTER
6 8 A

TO THE WORCESTER CITY COUNCIL

COUNCIl-ORS:

The attached communication relative to the status of the Request for Proposals (RFP) for the
North Main Economic Development Strategy Area, received from 1u1ie A. 1acohson, Assistant
City Manager, is forwarded for the infonnation afyour Honorable Body. The City ofWorcester,
through the Division of Economic Development, in conjunction with the Division of Planning
and Regulatory Services and the Division of Neighborhoods and Housing Development, has
issued an RFP in an effort to solicit proposals from experienced and qualified individuals, firms
or teams interested in providing the City with professional urban design, market analysis and
parking planning consulting services relative to the preparation of an EConomic Development
Strategy for the North Main area, an area generally described as being hounded hy E.x_e and
Central Streets on the south, Eden, Harvard and Lancaster Streets on the west, Garden Street on
the north, and 1.290, GOldSbciIji and Summer Streets on the east.

The pwpose of the North Main Economic Development Slmtegy Area study is to identifY now
opportunities for development that will be integrated with the various existing proposals, projects
and plans for the area into a market-driven, financially responsihle, and sustainahle
redevelopment strategy. This strategy will support and complement the City'S Economic
Development Action Agenda and be consistent with smart growth and transit-oriented
development principles. The study shall also include an assessment of the current demand for
and sopply ofparking and the incremental increases in demand that will result from the proposed
(re)development of each of the area's priority properties, as identified gn the project area map.
In an effort to maximize the opportunity for the area:s stakeholders and the puhlic at-large to
participate and have meaningful input into the approach and ultimate recommendations for the
project area, a series of stakeholder focus group meetings and a puhlic charette will be key
elements in this strategy development process, which will all be documented in a final report.

Notice of the availability of the RFP was posted to reach local, regional and national planning
and design individuals, firms and teams. As of this date, the City Purehasing Department has
received and processed a total of 26 requests for the RFP from interested parties. The
submission deadline for all proposals is Friday, May 19" at 10:00 AM. .

[t is expected that the City will receive a large number of proposals from qualified and
experienced firms and teams. Following analysis oftbe proposals by a review team consisting of.
various City divisions, it is anticipated that a consultant will be selected and the project will
commence by mid-summer. The comprehensive planning process may take up to eight months to
complete and will include a wide range of stakeholders including City and Stale officials as well
as local residents and businesses.

The Economic Development Action Agenda provides a sound framework for development
activity in the do\Wtown area. Last month, the City Administration also submitted to the
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Council for its review a redevelopment strategy for the Washington Square area, which will
provide a guide to future redevelopment opportunities in this critical gateway to the downtown in
the vicinity of Union Station. The North Main Economic Development Strategy Area plan
represents the next major wave of economic"development planning for that area of the downtown
which is anticipated to experience major transformation over the subsequent five~year period.
This rejuvenation will be marked by projects such as the new Regional Justice Center,
continuing successful redevelopment within the Gateway Park area and the re-use of the existing
state courthouse and vocational school properties, It is important to plan now for these future
changes and to identifY the ~nomic opportunities.

Funding for this project comes from a variety of state;'local, and private sources. Following
selection and hiring of a consultant, the full planning process will take up to twelve months. I
will continue to update you as this important planning effort progresses, providing a blueprint for
the futuro development ofthe North MainlLincoln Square area.

Respectfully submitted,

~--
Michael V. O'Brien
City Manager
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CITY OF WORCESTER

Memorandum
Date: April 26, 2006

•

To:

From:

Michael V. O'Brien, CityMan.~"----

Julie A. Jacobson, Assistant City Manager

Re: Report on the Statils of the Request for Proposals for the North Main
Economic Development Strategy.Area

The following report provides a status update on the Request for PrOposals (RFP) for the p1aJi
for the North Main Economic Development Strategy Area. As you know, the City of
Worcester, through the Division of Economic Development and in conjunction with the
Division of Plaoning and Regulatory Services and the Division of Neighborhoods and
Housing Development, has issued an RFP in an effort to solicit proposals from experienced
and qualified iDdividuals, fums or teams interested in providing the City with professional
urban design, maIket analysis and parl<ing planning consulting services relative to preparation
of an econontic development strategy for the North Main area as identified in the attached
project area map. A copy of the RFP is attached herein. In general, the services required will
include the review of all previously prepared reports, studies and other information necessary
to establish an area base plan; the. seheduling and conducting ofall required City, stakeholder,
focus group and other public meetings; the preparation of a market analysis report for all
potential development properties; the development of a plan for area traffic and circulation
improvements; the preparation of recommendations for an area development program; the
formulation of an economic development strategy for the area; and the documentation and
production ofall required electronic and written materials and reports.

Proposals to provide such services must clearly demonstrate the depth of the respondent's
knowledge, experience and familiarity with these issues. It is expected thet each proposal will
at the least offer the services of professionals experienced in urban planning and design, land
use regulation and zoning, commercial real estate market analysis, development financing,
traffic engineering, and the plaoning, design, financing and management ofoff-street parl<ing
facilities (both structured and non-structured).
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The purpose of the North Main Ecooomic Development Strategy Area Project is to identiJY
new opportunities for development that will be integrated with the various existing projects
and plans for the area into 8 market-driven. fmancially responsible, and sustainable
redevelopment strategy. This strategy will support and complement the City's Economic
Development Action Agenda and be consistent with smart growth and transit-oriented
development principles. Since the North MainlLincoln Square area is a densely developed
urban environment, it is essential that this project include an assessment of the current supply
and demand of parkfug and the incremental increases in demand that will =nit from the
proposed (re)development of each of the priority properties identified on the attached project
area map. Once that ineremenla! increase has been identified a plan will be prepared that
identifies how best that new demand for parking can be met by both the public and private
sectors. Finally, in order to maximize the opportunity for the area's stakeholders and the
public to participate and have meaningful 'input into the approach and ultimate
recommendations for the project area, a series of stakebolder focus group meetings and a
public chan:tte will be key elements in this strategy development process, which will all be
documented in a final report.

The locations where and the dates on which the RFP advertisement will appear are as follows:

• Worcester Telegram & Gazette on April 9th

• Massachusetts Secretary of State's Bulletin ofGoods and Services on April 10"

• American Planning Association WEB Site for the month of April

• Boston Society ofArchitects WEB Site for the month ofApril

• "PLANnetizen WEB Site in April and May

As of this date, the, City Purchasing Department has received and processf<i a total of 26
requests for the RFP from interested parties. The submission deadline for. all proposals is
Friday, May 19th at 10:00 AM. Each proposal package submitted to the City will contain both
a technical component (that addresses the scope of services identified in the RFP as well as
project schedule) and a cost component or cost proposal (that will be submitted separately in a
sealed envelope). The cost of the advertising for the RFP as well as the aetual consulting
work itself will be paid from a pool of funda consisting of the following: up to 520,000 from
the City's current EDA Section 203 Planning Grant; 550,000 from the Jerome Wheelock
Trust Fund; 525,000 from the Gateway Park LLC; and up to 5300,000 from the State as
proposed in the budget (5150,000 in the Senate Economic Stimulus Bill and i5150,ooO in the
Senate Supplemental Budget) for a total project budget of up to 5400,000.

We have been fortunate to have the state legislative delegation, and Senators Augustus and
Chandler in particular, support the development of this plan and seek state funding for the
plan in the budget. We have also worked closely with officials at DCAM who will be
involved in the planning process as well with particulor regord to the re-USe of the current
state courthouse facility. DCAM officials reviewed the RFP and provided input on the
development of the RFP itself.



The Economic Development Division is anticipating that a number of jroposals from
qualified and experienced finns and teams will be submitted by the May 19 deadline. The
proposals will be reviewed by a team that includes staff from the Division of Economic
Development, the Division of Planning and Regulatory Setvices, the Division of
Neighborhwds and Housing Developmen~ the Law Department, the Purchasing Departmen~

and the Department of Public Works. It is anticipated that the review team will analyze the
proposals and select a consultant by early June. A contract will be prepared so that services
may commence In July. The total planning process is anticipated to take six to eight months
or longer depending upon'the specific· scope ofservices.

If you bave any additional queStions or require any additional infonnation please do not
hesitate to contact me.

----_._ _---



City of Worcester
Request for Proposals

for
Urban Design, Market Analysis & Parking Plan Services

for the .
.. Nortb MaiD Economic Development Strategy Area

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

The City of Worcester. through the Division of &onomic Development in conjunction with the
Division of Planning and Regulatory Services and the Division of Neighborhoods and Housing
Development, is seeking proposals from experienced and qualified individuals, firms or teams
interested in providing the City with professional urban design. market analysis and parking
planning consulting services relative preparation of the North Main Econbntic Development
Strategy Area as identified below. In general, the services required will include the review ofall
area related reports, studies and information necessary to establish area base plans; the
scheduling and conducting of all required City, staIceholder, focus group and other public
meetings; the preparation ofa market analysis report for all potential development properties; the
development of a plan for. area traffic and circulation improvements; the preparation of
recommendations for an area development program; the fonnulation of an economic
development strategy for the area; and the documentation and production of all required
electronic and written materials and reports.

Proposals to provide such services must clearly demonstrate the depth of the respondent's
kb.owledge, experience and familiarity with these issues. It is expected that each proposal will at
the least offer the services of professionals experienced in urban planning and design. land use
regulation and zoning, commercial real estate market analysis, development financing, traffic
engineering, and the planning, design. financing and management of off-street parking facilities
(both structured and non-structured).

BACKGROUND

Over the past few years. an increasing number of investors have discovered the Worcester real
estate market and its investment opportunities. The extension of Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority (MBTA) commuter rail service and the Massachusetts Turnpike I
Route 146 project have improved access and thereby enhanced those opportunities. Members of
the City Council, the City Administration. business leaders. residents, and the media have
expressed strong interest in economic development issues and specific development projects.
This interest has also led to concerns, not only about the status oftbe various projects, but also
about the need to create an integrated approach to the ways in which they can be connected for
the overall benefit of the community. With these issues and concerns in mind, the City developed
the Worcester Economic Development Action Agenda in 2004 (available for viewing and/or
dO'Nllloading at www.ci.worcester.ma.us). The Action Agenda included the area from the
Wyman Gordon site in Green Island north to Union Station and the area from Federal Square to



Lincoln Square. This area was selected because it offered the opportunity to integrate several
existing or proposed projects in areas adjacent to the downtown (Northern Gateway Project,
Shrewsbury Street, Canal District) with those planned or underway. in the downtown ,
(CitySquare. Hilton Garden Hotel. Regional Justice Center). -.

The North Main Economic Development Strategy Area includes a substantial portion of the
Action Agenda's ''North Main District" but also includes additional land north of Lincoln Square
(please see the project area map in Appendix A). It is an area in transition with the approaching
relocation of the Vocational School to its new home near Green Hill Park, the underutilized
Municipal Auclitorium commonly referred to as the "Aud", and the transition ofactivity from the
Superior Court Building to the new Regional Justice Center, and the development of the new
Gateway Park Project. This project is a public/private partnership involving a devel<?pment entity
created by the Worcester Business Development Corporation (WBDe) and Worcester
Polytechnic Institute (WPI), working in cooperation with the City to redevelop a 55·acre former
Brownfield site into a mixed-use office, bio.c:ngineering, and residential village center. The
Gateway Parle: project, as planned and outlined in its Master Plan approved by the City Council
in 2004. will eventually lead to the construction of over one million square feet of mixed use
space, which win include bio-medical and bio-engineering companies. as well as housing. retail
establishments, and restaurants.

iall III
A strategy that both supports the City's Action Agenda and is consistent with Smart Growth and
transit-oriented development principles. Since the North Main area is a densely developed urban
environment, this project would be remiss if it did not include an assessment of the current
demand and supply of parking and the incremental increases in demand that will result from the
proposed (re)development of each of the Priority Properties identified on the project area map in
Appendix A. Once that incremental increase has been identified a plan will be prepared that
identifies how best that new demand for parking can be met by both the public and private
sectors.· Finally, in order to maximize the opportunity for the area's stakeholders and the public
to participate and have meaningful input into the approach and ultimate recomtnendation~ for the
project area. a series of stakeholder focus group meetings and a. public charette will be an
important part of this strategy development, which will be documented in a final report. .

SCOPE OF SERVICES

The following is an outline of the major tasks and subtasks that, at a minimum, should be
included in proposals. Proposals may include a list of additional recommended tasks for the
City's consideration.

1.0 Project Area Inventory & Assessment

I.l Review all pertinent studies, reports. and plans for all public and private
developments and public improvements proposed, planned. or under co.nstroction
within the strategy area. Particular attention should be paid, but not be limited, to
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the Worcester Economic Development Action Agenda. the GateWay Park Master
Plan, and the Downtown Woreest" Streetseape and Architectural Guidelines. -

1.2 Review property owne",hip and use data for the project area. Conduct a walk
through reconnaissance to gain an understanding of the culttiraI and historic
resources, parking patterns, vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian mo;vements, as well
as the character and function of transition points with adjacent areas..

1.3

1.4 Develop CAD data for the creation of a base map to include existing 'COnditions,
any recent or planned development, as well as street and property configuration
that will affect the project lUU.

2.0 Project MeeliDgo

2.1 Meet With representatives of the various City Departments to review current
status ofprojects, and existing conditions and regulations.

2.2 Meet with lUU stakeholder.; and member.; of the public interested in the future
development of the area. 1bcse meetings should take the fonn of focus group
meetings organized around stakeholders with similar interests and concerns. ~

Stakeholde", should include at least the following: local, state and federal officials
and delegation members, the Worcester Business Development Corporation
(WBDel, Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI), the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts' Department of Capital Asset Management, and others involved in
detennining the future use of the fonner Worcester County Courthouse, as well as
the Worcester Art Museum, Preservation Worcester, the Highland Street
Merchants Association, the WorCester Historical Museum's Salisbury Mansion,
the Crowne Plaza Hotel, AT&T, Morgan Construction Company, Mr. Bany Kroc,
the law finn of Bowditch & Dewey, all area Churches and Institutions, and others
identified by the City's Office of Economic Development.

2;3 Conduct a one-day charette at which representatives of the various stakeholders
and interested members of the public can participate in discussions and planning
exercises, whose goal is to solicit input and opinions on the future development
and use of public and private properties in the North Main Economic
Development Strategy Area.

2.4 Engage in working sessions with Pte City to discuss the market analysis, initial
development program, and dc;velopment massing plan.
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2.5 Engage in working sessions with the City to discuss and ev~luate the economic
development strategy scenarios. .

2.6 Present the strategy rep'ort to representatives of various City Departments.

2.7 Conduct a meeting at' which representatives of the various stakeholders and
interested members of the public, particularly those who attend:ed the one-day
charette, would be given a power point presentation on the final draftofthe report
for the North Main Economic Development Strategy Area.

..
2.8 Present the strategy report to the City Manager.

2,9 Present the final straregy report to the City Council and any relevant City Council
subcommittees.

,"

3.0 Market ADalysis & Evaluation

3.1 Based on the work included in the Worcester Economic Development Action
Agenda and the Worcester Streetscape & Design Guidelines, ~d other relevant

docwnents, ti M'!I!!I~I!
,1.0 a Sl ~ tIW and

other potential public and private redevelopment sites within the project area.
particularly the Priority Properties. This market analysis should take into account
any market studies or master plans that have been completed for properties in the
area, including actual leasing that has occurred in the Gateway Park: area. The
study should also consider the catalyst effect that new development projects (i.e.
the proposed CitySquare project. the new Regional Justice Center, and the new
Hilton Garden Inn Hotel) will have on properties in the project area.

3,2 IdentifY the porentisl program elements for the key buildings and inlill sites,
which might include housing, institutional, hospitality, research, office, retail, and
mixed wes that could relate to and complement either Gateway Park andlor the
new Regional Justice Center as well as existing retaiVentertainment, parking
structures, schools, and other public facilities.

3.3 Taking into consideration the follow'Ilg,j@:o @ '. cu x
- Of eng rm;JlI~Jl-m<j e~: . '«tiMID 'es, (c)

c t re eve opmen po ei1liaf,"[<ffthe Gateway Park master Plan, and
(e) the parking demand that will be generated by the development of each; place
these (public and private properties) into one of the following three categories:
(I) High Priority - those properties that will be available for development within
the next 1-3 years; (2)'Priority - those properties that wilt be. available- for
development within the next 4-9 years; and (3) Low Priority - those properties
that win not be available for development for at least 10 years.
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4.0 Parking Study aod I'lao

4.1 Conduct a study of the Area's Parking Supply "that shall include at least.the
following tasks: (a) utilize the 2004 Vanasse Hangen Brustlin Parking Study to
determine and verify all on and off street parking areas, (b) categorize parking as
public, private, or private/public, (e) canvaslintetview all off street parking
sources, (d) determine QUITent levels of occupancy. (e) determine future access for
new developments (example: will a church parking lot be available for paid
courthouse employee parking), (I) int<rview pot<ntial parking supply developer.;
and vacant property owners withio and proximity to the project area (Mr. Bany
Krock, Bowditch & Dewey, Mr. Mark Israel, the WBDe and others, (g) interview
court officials regarding future use of parking supply at the ,existing County
Courthouse, and (h) include all relevant fInancial inf~nnation where applicable.

4.2 Conduct a study of the Area's Parking Demand that shall include at least the
... following tasks: (a) utilize the 2004 Vanasse Hangen Brustlin Parking Study to ,

verify existing parking demand in the study area, (b) estimat< the pot<ntial
demand both new and existing of the' new Regional Justice Center and Hilton
Garden Inn Hotel, and other developments as provided by the Division of
Economic Development, (c) determine Worcester's 'level of comfort zone'
relative to the distance patrons will walk from pailcing area to destination, (d)
identify pockets or zones where parking demand outweighs supply, especially
where the supply is outside of the 'level ofcomfort zone'.

4.3 Detennine those sites within the study area that could provide new parking areas
to satisfy the parking deficits and also provide both; (a) a recommendation for
Public •.or Privat< owner.;hip of the proposed parking development, and (b) a
recommendation for a PubliclPr:ivate partnership for a parking structure.

4.4 Provide conceptual financial plans that show a viability for new parking structures
and also (a) supply a typical financial plan that can be shoWcased to pot<ntial
private developer.; of parking or used by the City for a publie facility, and (b)
supply a typical financial plan for a public/private partnership for a parking
facility. [Note: Any o/the above scenarios might be more financially viable as a
mixed-use development with a parking component (jor example: first floor office
or retail use with parking garage on floors two through five) and therefore this
concept should be evaluated as one possible scenario for a parking structure,
whetherpublicly-owned, privately-owned or a public/private partnership.]

5.0 Aceess & Circulation Assessment aad Plan

S.I Based on all available information (street plans, traffic patterns, vehicular traffIC
counts, etc.) as well as reconnaissance of the area and discussions with both City
of Worcester Department of Public Works officials and Massachusetts Highway
Department officials, develop a conceptual plan for improvements to the area's
streets, traffic circulation, while acknowledging the existing Lincoln Square
tunnel. The concept plan will seek to balance access requirements with real estate
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development consid·erations, pedestrian circulation, and the maintenance of a
~destrian-friendly environment.

52 Investigate the cost and feasibility of connecting the North Main study area with
other major retail and commercial centers in the downtown via a trolley service
with stops at existing and propos~ public and private parking facilities in the
area.

5.3 The conce t Ian will incorporate the recommendations of th
iteetura!--l}esl 111 I' e,

pe e-

5.4 Include ort the conceptual plan the recommended siting of surface and structured
parking facilities (including specific types. locations. and size) within the project
area to serve the ··curient and future demand for parking resulting from the
proposed development of the Priority Prqperties.

6.0 Recommended Development Program

6.1 Taking into consideration the access and circulation issues, the market tential.
likely financial feasibility, and nearby catalyst developments,

die rp • • c
Pn J e program wdl include both public and private parking
options to support the proposed development, addressing both the specific and
shared parking demand.

6.2 Test the massing and height ofthe development program with a three-dimensional
model to ensure that any proposed development is appropriate in scale for the
given project. area., in . .

o co tify the CIVIC goa s and key urban design principles
a 11 evelopment in the area and document the optimum land use mix.

including open space.

6.3 Test the market and financial feasibility of the various land uses, including the
need for public development incentives or third·party funding sources that may be
necessary to attract the preferred mix of private investment.

6.4 Based on comments and findings from the analysis, refine the development
program and urban design into a recommended development plan illustrated in
both plan graphics and 3pD massing models to show heights.

7.0 Economic Development Strategy

7.1 Based on the recommended development program, and working closely with the
City, develop a strategy that makes· sense from a market, financial, and economic
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development perspective. The strategy will investigate ana evaluate the
advantages and disadvantages of land acquisition and disposition. eminent
domain, and public versus· private" development. Appropriate roles and
responsibilities will be detailed. Development of a timeframe will be an element
of the strategy.

"7.2 Identify necessary policy initiatives including urban reneWal plan amendments, if
applicable, and zoning changes, among others.

7.3 Identify capital improvement projects and their likely phasing.

7.4 Update the conceptual cost estimates for the area generated under the Action
Agend8y and add conceptual cost estimates for new capital improvement projects
that are projected to occur in the near or mid-term.

.
8.0 Deliverable.

8.1 Concept clcvelopment plan of the project area at 1''=\00' .

. 8.2 3-D massing moclcl showing heights and configuration ofproposed development.

8.3 Technical memorandwn documenting market analysis, recommended
development program, market and financial feasibility, and financial gaps.

8.4 Doeument the publie process, whieh should include at least the following; (a) all
materials for stakeholder and focus group meetings from notices to agendas to
minutes of the meetings, (b) all charette related materials from notices to agendas
to summary ofoutcome, and (c) the development of informational materials on
the public process and the final report for the City's website.

8.5 A Final Report document (both in electroruc fonn on disc and two hundred (200)
printed and bound copies) illustrating the proposed plans and outlining the
development strategy, . " b .

, r I any, acqulSltlon and
l$pOSluon, pu 1 pnvate partnership opportunities, roles an~ responsibilities.,

general zoning recommendations, parking demand generated and plans to address
that demand, and any necessary policy initiatives that the City should pursue.

8.6 An Executive Summary document that provides both a synopsis of the process
that was followed in developing the North Main Economic Development Strategy
as well as a listing of the Strategy's finatrccommendations will be prepared. This
abstract ofthe larger fmal report document should be clear and succinct as to
stand on its own as a completed document. The Executive Summary will be
contained in both the 200 printed and bound copies of the Strategy as well as in
the electronic copy of the Strategy to be delivered~
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SELECTION PROCESS

The City oC-Worcester's Selection Process is a "two-tier" process involving the evaluation ofthe
two proposal documents. The fm document is the technical or "non-price" proposal that
addresses the scope of services contained in this RF~ and the proponent's background,
experience and approach to satisfactorily completing al1 of the tasks in the scope ofservices in a
timely and professional manner. The second document is the sealed cost or «price" proposal
that identifies the proponent's proposed costs associated with completing each of the individual
tasks in the scope of services as well as the cost of any required subcontract work and/or any
identifiabJe reimbursable exPenses. The following sections wilt describe the content of each
proposal document and the evaluation procedure that the City will follow.

The Technical or NODpPrice Proposal

The purpose of this section is to explain the selection process that the Division of Economic
Development will employ in selecting the best technical or non.:price proposal received. It is a
two step process as follows. The first step involves the review of aU proposals received by the
submission deadline by a three·member Review Committee. The Committee will be review all
submissions against the minimum evaluation criteria identified and described below. If a
proposal is cletennined to be both "responsive" (the respondent agrees to·meet all of the City's
terms and conditions, the submission contains all of the required information and fgnns. and all
of the required folmS are properly completed) and "responsible" (the respondent has clearly
demonstrated that it has the minimum required qualifications, experience, and capability to
successfully take on and complete the project), it will then be reviewed against the Comparative
Evaluation Criteria as described and contained in this Request for Proposals (RFP). Any
submission determined to be either "not responsive" and/or "not responsible" will be rejected
and discontinued from further consideration by the Committee.

Minimum Evaluation Criteria

A proposal must satisfy all of the minimum evaluation criteria to be dctennined both responsive
and responsi~Ie and thus proceed on to the second tier, the comparative evaluation criteria. The
following is a listing of the minimum evaluation criteria that will be used to evaluate all
proposals received must contain the roHowing items.

. .

• A Cover-Letter from the respondent addressed to George A. Ciccone. Director of
Downtown Developmen~ City Hall, 455 Main S1Ieet, Room 409, Worcester, MA
01608, that includes: a clear and concise statement of the respon~ent's interest in
providing the Division of Economic Development with the professional urban design,
market analysis and parking planning services identified in Section A. Sco~ of
Services of this RFP; as well as a brief history of the flIl11 or team's experience in
providing the type ofservices requested.

• The Project Team that will be responsible for providing the urban design, market
analysis and parking planning services identified in Section A. Scope of Services of
this RFP shall be identified by name and title in a project org",izationa! chart.
Resumes shall also be included in the proposal for all members ofth~ project team.

8
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• A List of Similar Projects that the re;spondent and or members of the respondent
team have been involved in over the past five years. Provide the project name. the
project manager, the community. and the overall project scope. Please tlescribe in
some detail the specific types ofservices provided, with specific emphasis on projects
where those services included urban planning and design. commercial real estate
deveTopment and market analysis, traffic engineering and parking facilities planning,
the' design and implementation of public participation programs, and the fannatian
and implementation ofaggressive and eXPeetitious project schedules.

I,
• A List of References by the respondent identifying references famiUar with. each of ...

the respondent's similar projects listed and the respondent's role ~ the project (e.g.
public officials in the project's community. ban1cers. architects•. engineers, etc.)
including their names, addresses, telephone numbers and involvemert (if any) in the
project. I,

• A Pro~ Project Schedule in chart format, that identifies the e~timated time (in
days) to complete each subtask and task listed under the scope oJ sertices of this RFP
and the total number days to complete the entire scope ofservices.

• A Certificate of Non-Collusion completed by the ...pondent per MGL Chapter 43,
Section 27, that this proposal is made in good faith without fraud or collusion or
connection with any other person submitting a proposal signed and dated by the
respondent(s). (see Appendix B - Certificate ofNon..collusion )

• A Certificate of Tax Compliance by the ...pondent·per M.G.L. Chapter 62C,
Section 49A, certilYing that the respondent has complied with all laws of the
Commonwealth of MassachuSetts relating to taxes signed and dated by the
respondent(s). (see Appendix C - Certificate ofTax Compliance)

• A Respondent Entity Disclosure Statement giving the names and residences of all
persons and parties with an interest in the foregoing proposal.
(see Appendix D - Respondent Entl!)' Dbclos... Statement)

Comparative Criteriaj

The pwposc of the comparative evaluation criteria is to weigh the relative merits of aU of the
competing proposals that have been determined to be responsive and responsible. The evaluators
will review all of the responsive and responsible submissions against each of, the comparative
criteria and assign nne of three values, as follows: "Highly Advantageous" (the highest val.e),
"Advantageous" (the middle value), and "Not Advantageous" (the lowest value). Once an
evaluator has completed hislher review of a proposal against all of the· comparative criteria they
will review all of the values assigned a proposal for the various criteria and then assign an
""overall value" that he or she feels best represents that proposal's evaluation against all of the
comparative criteria. ]ftwo or more proposals are determined to have the same overall value, the
evaluators as a group, shall determine by vote which of these proposals is the most advantageous
to the City of Worcester. The Table of Comparative Criteria is located on the next page.
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The Table ofComDarative Criteria

CRITERIA Highly - Not
Advantageous Advantageous Advantageous·

The experience ofthe Verifiable evidence of Verifiable evidence of Verifiable evidence of
respondent in having provided w-ban having provided urban having provided urban

suc~ssfully providing planning and design planning and design planning and design
urban planning arid services on more than services on five to seven servi~s on less than
design on similar seven similar projects similar projects in the five similar projects in

development projects (in in the past five years past tive years will be the past five years will
tenns ofsize, scope and will be considered considered be considered Not

cost) in the past. ' Highly Advantageo~ Advantageous for the Advantageous for the
for the purposes ofthi.s purposes ofthis purposes of this

evaluation. evaluation. evaluation.
The experience of the Verifiable evidence of Verifiable evidence of Verifiable evidence of

respondent in having provided having provided • having provided
successfully providing commercial real estate commercial real estate commercial real estate
commercial real estate development and development and market development and market

development and market market analysis analysis services on five analysis services on less
analysis services on services on more than to seven similar projects than five similar
similar development seven similar projects in the past five years projects in the past five

proj~ (in terms ofsize. in the past five years will be considered years will be considered
scope and cost) in the will be considered Advantageous for the Not Advantageous for

past Highly Advantageous purposes of this the purposes of this
for the purposes of this evaluation. evaluation.
- evaluation.

The experience of the Verifiable evidence of Verifiable evidence of Verifiable evidence of
respondent in having provided traffic having provided traffic having provided traffic

successfully providing engineering analysis engineering analysis and engineering analysis and
traffic engineering and parking facilities parking facilities parking facilities

analysis and parking planning servi~ on planning services on planning services on
facilities planning more than seven similar four to seven similar less than four similar
services on similar projects in the past five projects in the past five projects in the past five

development projects (in years will be years will be considered years will be considered
terms ofsize. scope and considered Highly Advantageous for the Not Advantageous for

cost) in the past. Advantageous for the purposes of this the purposes of this
purposes ofthis evaluation. evaluation.

evaluation.
The experience of the Verifiable evidence of Verifiable evidence of Verifiable evidence of

respondent in having designed and having designed and having designed and
successfully designing managed more than managed five to seven managed less than five
and managing planning seven similar projects similar projects with similar projects with

projects with major with major public major public . major public
public participation participation participation participation

components (in terms of components in the past components in the past components in the past
organization, outreach. five years will be five years will be five years will be
and leadership) in"the considered Highly considered considered Not

past Advantageous"for the Advantageous for the Advantageous for the
purposes ofthis purposes of this purposes of this

evaluation. evaluation. evaluation.
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CRITERIA Highly Not
Advantageous Advantageous . Advantageous

The priority, promptness The average overall The average overall The average overall
and expediency attached length ofall ofthe length ofall oCthe length ofal~ ofthe
to the completion oCthe proposed schedules will proposed schedules will proposed schedules will
tasks identified in the be determined and any be detennined and any be detennined and 'any

scope ofservices afthis schedule whose length schedule whose length schedule whose length
RFP as dcmonmated by is more than IS % less is within IS % (plus or is more than 15 %

the respondent'5 than the average length minus) of the average greater than the average
proposed project ofall schedules length ofall schedules length ofall schedules

schedule. submitted will be submitted will be submitted will be
considered Highly considered considered Not

Advantageous for 1he Advantageous for the Advantageous for the
purposes of this purposes of this purposes ofthIs

evaluation. evaluation. evaluation.

Proposal SubmiuioD Requirements

The purpose of this section is to identify the requirements for the submission of a complete
proposal that addresses al) of the required minimwn evaluation criteria and which will result in
the submission of a responsive and responsible proposal. A complete proposal submission
involves the submission of two separate documents; a Technical Proposal and a CoS! Proposal,
each as dcfmed below and under separate covers. The specific submission requirements are as
follows:

The Technieal Proposal must include the following infonnation which corresponds with the
minimum evaluation criteria:

• A Cover Letter (see page 8 for the requirements)

• The Project Team (see page 8 for the requin:ments)

• A List of Similar Projects (see page 9 for the requiiements)

• A List ofReferenlCeS (see page 9 for the requirements)

• A Proposed Project Schedule (see page 9 for the requirements)

• A Certifieate or Non-CollusiOD (see Appendix B for the requirements)

• A Certificate olTu Compliance (see Appendix C for requirements)

• A Respondent Entity Disclosure Statement (see Appendix D for the
requirements)

11
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All interested parties responding to this RFP must submit one (1) complete original Tecbnical
Proposal document and six (6) complete copies of the Technical proposal document; -

• the proposal's must be submitted in a loose·leaf binder or a spiral-bound booklet;
• the size of the pages should not exceed the standard 8.S" x 11.0',', unless they are

folded to a maximum size of 8.S" x II";
• the seven (7) proposal documents must be submitted in one packAge with a label

cleArly mazl<ed as follows: "Technical Proposal for the Providing" Urban Design and
Market Analysis Services for the North Main Economic Development Strategy Area.
Worcester, MAti, along with the" name, address, and telephone number of the
respondent and the name and title of8 contact person.

All interested parties responding to this RFP must also submit one (1) complete original Cost
Proposal docwnent, which must follow the format identified below and contain the specific
infonnation identified below:

• the Cost Proposal will be submitted in a chart format (see Appendix E'for a sample)
thai clearly identifies each Task and all of the subtasks under each Task, the name and
title of each person that will perform work on a specifiC subtask, the number of hours
each person will work on a partiCUlar subtask, their hourly billing rates (including
overhead), the total labor cost for each person for each subtask, and then the total labor
cost to complete each task. for the entire scope of services. The respondent will also
include a listing of any and all subcontractors whose services are required to satisfactorily
complete the scope of services, the specific work. they will perfonn, and the anticipated
cost for each subcontractor and the total cost for all subcontracted work. Also, the
respondent will identify all categories of reimbursable expenses necesSary to complete
the tasks and subtasks in the scope of services, the estimated cost of each reimbursable
expense and the total cost of all reimbursable expenses necessary to complete the scope
of services.

The Cost Proposal document must be submitted in a separate sealed envelope with a label
clearly marked as follows: "Cost PropoSllI for Providing Urban Design and Market Analysis
Services for the North Main Economic Development Strategy Area, Worcester, MAlt, along with
the name, address, and telephone number of the respondent and the name and title of a contact
person.

Submission Dealine

Finally, the deadline for the submission of complete proposals (containing both a Technical
Proposal "and a Cost Proposal) in response to this Request for Proposals is no later than 1:00 PM
on Friday, May 5, 2006. All proposal submissions should be delivered to the Worcester City
Purohasing Departmen~ Room 404, Worcester City Hall, 455 Main Stree~ Worcester, MA
01608. If you "should have any questions or require any additional infonnation, please contact:
John 0=11, City Purchasing Agent at 50g·799·1523 or ilY e·mail at
orrelij@ci.worcester.ma,us . .

The City ofWorcester reserves the right to reject any and aUlProposals•.
•
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Appendix A - North Main Economic Development Strategy Area

-----..---.....------

Main North Economic 8tn1tegy A....

+
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Appendix B - Certificate arNon-Collusion

Under Massachusetts General Laws C. 40, 4B V:. the following Certification must be provided:

"The undersign~d certifies under the penalties ofperjury that this propo~ is in all
respects bona fide, fail and made without collusion or fraud with any other
person. As used in any of these sections the word "person" shall mean any
natural person, joint venture, partnership, corporation or otherbusiness or legal
entity."

(please Print) =-_."...._--,--;-__-;- ~

Name ofperson signing proposal
•

Signature ofpo""n signing proposal

Tille

Address & Zip Code

Date

No award will be made without vendor certification oftbe above.

(Note: This Form must be included in the proposal submission)
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Appendix C - Certificate ofTax Compliance

STATE LAW"NOW MANDATES TI!AT TO DO BUSINESS WIlli TIlE CITY OF
WORCESTER the Massachusetts Revenue Enforcement and Protection Program of 1983
requires that the following be supplied with your bid:

Dale: ---------

Pursuant to Mass. G.L. Ch. 62C, Section 49A, I certifY under the Penalties ofPetjwy That I, To
My Be.. Knowled8e and Belief, Have Filed All Mass. State Tax Return and Paid ALL Mass.
State and City Taxes Required under Law.

Company Name ~ _

StreetandNo. -'- --;:-_

City or Town _

State _

Tel. No. _

Zip Code _

FaxNo. ~ _

Social Security No.
or
Fede,,11 Identification No. _

Certified by State Office ofMinority and Women Business Assistance (SOMWBA)

yes _ Date of Certification _

Failure to complete this fonn may result in rejection of bid andfor removal from City Bid Lists.

Authorized SignatUre

(Note: Tbis Form mun be iocluded in tbe proposalaubmisaioD)
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Appendix D - Respondent Entity Disclosure Statement

Give full names and r:esidences or all persons and parU~s interested in the fC?regoing proposal:

(Notice: Give first Ind last Dlmi:" In fullj in ease of Corporation give Dimes ofPresident,
Treasurer and Manager; aud in ease of Firms give names oftbe individual memben.)

NAMES ADDRESSES ZIP CODE

Kindly furnish the following infonnation regarding the Respondent:

(I) Ifa Proprietorship

.NameofOwner: _

.-.-

ADDRESS

Business: _

Home:

(2) Ifa Partnership

Full names and address of.1I partners:

ZIP CODE TEL. #

NAMES

BUSINESS ADDRESS

ADDRESSES

..

ZIP.CODE

ZIP CODE

TEL. #

16



(3) Ifa Corporation

Full Legal Name: -::- _

State ofIncorporation: _

Principal Place of Business:

Qualified in Massachusetts: yes _

ZIP CODE

No _

Place ofBusiness in Massachusetts: ZIP CODE TEL. #

Give the following infonnation regarding Surety Company:

Full Legal Name of Surety Company:
.-.

State of incorporation: _

Principal Place ofBusiness:

Admitted in Massachusetts: yes _ No _

Place of Business in Massachusetts: ZIP CODE
,-

TEL. #

NOTE: The Office ofthe Attorney General, Washington, D.C. requires the following
infonnation on all proposals amounting to $J,000.00 or more.

E.J. NumberofProposer _

This number is regularly used by companies when filing their "'EMPLOYER'S
FEDERAL TAX RETIJRN," U.S. Treasury Department Form 941.

Authorized Signature ofProponent:

Title: _

Date: _ . .,- _

(Note: Tbis Form must be included in the proposal submission)
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....

Appendix E Sample Cost Proposal Forms

""

(please see the foDowing two pages)

,
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CITY OF WORCESTER

- REQUEST FOR PROPQSAlS
FOR URBAN DESIGN, MARKET ANALYSIS

& PARKING PLAN SERVICES FOR THE
NORTH MAIN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AREA

The City of Worcester is soliciting proposals from qualified finns interested in providing Urban Design, Market
Analysis & Parkins. Plan Services for the North Main Economic Development Strategy Area.

In 2004 the City of Worcester developed an Economic Development Action Agenda in response to local
concerns. regarding the significant number of new development projects proposed and under construction in the
Dovmtown as well as the need to integrate these projects for the overall benefit ofthe community. The North
Main Economic Strategy Area includes a substantial portion of the Action A enda's "North Main D'strict" but
also includes additional land north of Lincoln Square. ,l; •s ~ i tl
llPP.9J%1jiiI!i"!~lo menHha ,wiil e eOY.llOQJI

. cia 1 et-sustainable redeyclo Since the North Mairi area is
a densely deve pCd urban envlIOnmem. s proJoct wau ren1fSs 1 1 not include an assessment of the
cumnt demand and supply ofparking and the incremental increase in demand that will result nom the proposed
development of each of the Priority Properties identified on the project area map. In oro... to maximize the
opportunity for the area's stakeholder.; and the public to participate and have meaningful inpm into the approach
and ultimate recommendations for the project area, a serjes ofstalcehold... and focus group meetings as well as a
public charette will be held and documented in the final report.

A copy of the Request for Proposals is available from the City ofWorcest... Pun:hasing Departmen~ City Hall,
Room 404, 455 Main Street, Worcester, MA 01608. Any interested finns may call John C. Orrel~ City
Purchasing Agent at (508) 799-1244.

A formal, written response is due at the City of Worcester Purchasing Departmen~ City Hall, 455 Main Stree~

Worcester, MA 01608 on Friday, May 19,2006 by 10:00 AM.

Staffof the City of Worcester's Division ofEconomic Development will review aU proposals detennined by the
staff to be both responsive and responsible as defined in the RFP doc~entj and will select "the most qualified
proposal for D.rban Design, Market Analysis & Parking Plan Services for the North Main Economic
Development Strlltegy Area. The selected finn will be expooted to begin work immediately.

The City of Worcester reserves the right to reject any or all proposals, in whole or in part, and to waive any or
all infonnalities or technical defects, and to reject any non-eonfonning, non·responsive conditional proposals. if
they are deemed by the City not to be in the best interest of the public and/or the City ofWorcester.

Executive Office of Economic Development

BY: Julie A'-Jaeobson
Assistant City Manager for Economic and Neighborhood Development

Dated: April 4, 2006

..



General Principles for Lincoln Square from the Viewpoint of EHANA
East Highland Area Neighborbood Association (EHANA)'s mission is to "preserve,
promote, and celebrate quality of life for all diverse members of our neighborhood."
With this mission in mind, EHANA advocates a Master Plan for the Lincoln Square
area that will:

.:. Stand for something uplifting!

.:. Say something positive, distinctive, and forward-thinking about Worcester

.:. Express and educate people about the history of Worcester

.;. Invite pedestrian! bicycle! stroUer/ wheelchair/ segway traffic
(. Invite use of bus transportation to and from other city destinations
.) Invite use by the broadest possible spectrum ofthe public
<. Invite street performance and public art
(. Encourage interactive "bridges" between people who might not otherwise

interact, including positive interactions among people across the lifespan.
(. Stimulate partnerships among existing organizations
.;. Create a "greeu liuk" betweeu Ehu & Institute Parks via Highland St. and

Lincoln Sq. (ideaUy part ofa complcte circuit) that eucourages people to
leave their cars to shop, eat out, and walk-hike-rolL

.:. Create a magnet for "green renovation" and green architecture funds

.:. Encourage the feel of an "urban village"

[With respect to the Memorial Auditorium:I
(+ Stand for something worthy of the sacrifices it commemorates;
.:. Preserve the Memorial Lobby, and;
.:. Invite people to use the Lobby for meditation, reflection, learning, and

occasional organized negotiations or forums aimed at conflict resolution.



11/15/06
Assistant City Manager Julie Jacobsen and
Economic Development Director Tim McGourthy
Worcester City Hall, 455 Main Street, Worcester 01608

Dear Ms. Jacobsen and Mr. McGourthy

I understand that things are coming to a head in terms of a plan for the North
Main Street area redevelopment Project. Tim and ~ spoke by phone so I know that
the consulting firm from Watertown has been selected and will be in the city to
see him regularly. They will probably want to start talking to stakeholders
very soon. This is faster than EHANA expected, since we thought that the hiring
of a new staff person staff person to handle the project would take longer than
it seems to have. Nat Needles, chairman of EHANA has already met with George
Ciccone, though I have not. We have not yet met with the consultants, so, as
things are coming to a close faster than expected, I felt that we should share
the results of our deliberations on what should be done with the areas that most
directly affect our community in the form of a document that can be passed on to
the external consultant fi.rrn.

I was glad to hear that Tim knew of EHANA and its' status as a stakeholder. I
credit Nadia Beard, the former head of this committee with our being visible and
relatively advanced in our thinking about this opportunity. Thus, I will share
with you a three part document that starts with a general vision about which
there is a wide consensus in EHANA and then moves on to 8 points that have been
discussed and appear to be popular features that we would like to see worked
into the plans. At that point I indulge in some illustrations that are my own
views, but are elaborations on those general points. This section is intended
to put some ideas on the table and some flesh on the bones of the generalized
vision. So far, the people who have read drafts of this document seem to have
liked most of them and they have stimulated others to be more specific about
what they hope to see as well. However, EHANA is not committed to any of the
specifics, and even I am not too attached to them. They are illustrations.

The plans that concern us most are those involving the sites of the old Yoke,
Courthouse and Aud. In a nutshell, for context, we would like to see the East
Highland Area evolve into a community that celebrates diversity and expect the
economic driver of the area to continue to be the housing and services needed by
the stUdents of WPl and Becker. However, we want to see a community with an
arts, crafts and performance side emerge as well. Thus, the changing use of
these neighboring sites offers a special opportunity to the area and the City
that only comes along about once a century. $0, we look forward to exploring
the possibilities with you and the designated consultants. A few WPI students
are also hoping to participate in the give and take of the process to come.

Please note the attached list of general principles for guiding the development
of the area that has been developed by this committee and endorsed by EHANA as a
whole in a recent monthly meeting. These represent the only official EHANA
statement in this document.

John

Sincerely,

,-~1h'~ae,..,Z~Square

ttee of East Highland Area Neighborhood Assn. (EHANA)



o • InCHy Times. February 2-15. 2007. : . '

A proposal for the revival of the
Worcester Memorial Auditorium

on the occasion of its 75th Anniversary
( 1932.2007)

By Nathanid Needle, Ed.D.

Therefore, I humbly propose that we fully restore this

building to its original destiny_ I grant that this may seem

Impossible, but I submit that It's one of those impossible

things that we must do anyway.

The Auditorium ""1 buill to
"nouri,h peace- by inetcuing the
nwnbrr :t.nd =iely of people who
I'C:lp 111 the OlItura1, edt""....I, :t.nd
-'oJ bendill of Jmac in a £noc ODd
dm=tx IOCX<y. Tbctd"orc, .arritico
Ihould be pbnncd ro .-un: the
VC"teel poNibk putidpatioa by 111
..... _nomic: cl-. ond ethnic:
groupo. In paniCtJ.1u, it ohouId con"")'
the Ic.ind of welcome to new
immignntf l(I Wo~te, thlt we
uaod&'e with die StaNe ofl..ibuty.

FOnur>:t.tt1y Eo< thio pl, d>t Ioc:aI
:wdic:nce r.. cultural, edt""rinmJ, and
..a:oI .mrity io ripe for czpanDnn.
Growinc atta>danC'e II CO'CDtI .dI u
the Latino Fcotiv:>I. Aa:ian F"IIivaI,
Af"tiC:ln FcrrMI, Fint Night, ,tART
on the Slteel, :and Ihe Sumnlcr
Nltionala indialf. Ihu there I ....
tbous:t.r>da of people who rni&bt be
attiord l(I pattidpuc IDOft broad1y ..
od>cr cuItunI m.m..rio<lf i1'W_
bad -.: "_ bridgoo. IinIrillI
diTcnc c:ultunI _.1dJ. H the.
Audi.orium .en·cd u a -..niTctaaI
comfon zone" (u do the WOlCCItcr
Public l.ibtary and Elm Pork) th:t.1
introduced people 10 eullf,lrli.
eduariond, :and ICI'ri<u otpnJ

utioDa city-widc, then tbc pool of
people rndy 10 plIU'Oftiu thccc
inniturio.... ac:cordi,. ro thar
iodividual int=:>U, muld be m>dc to
Cf'O"'". Th... the: A1>ditorium would orK

be one more venue competing for I
(1XC<i ma.ket, bul ~th.. I civic engio.
(or enl.:t.."'IiD( th:t.t mlfu, ro the
benefi. ofal1.

n... Auditoriuol d>ould aim
~ ro <OOlf*mcnf, :t.nd OOC
compete with,~ offend

farofd with the mool SC\"CR. C<'O......ue
depre..ion o( modem tim... They
were hctd with the ,.;,.. of f'a.ecifm :t.nd
the cvilc:cration of the idcaliotic:
promioc lhal An>cric:a', 1917 u=y
1010 Europe', "Creat W.... ......,jd p.1<
." cod .. 011 -. Thia _ no< whol
_ -.ldcaD .,..,...ofbopo. Yet OUt

dty" undaunted 'ccponK .... In
Olympian bIliIding proclaiming WI
wIllt ultimaldy give, indelible
me......, III tht ..crif>cc of )'OUt'C

Amcric:t.n life abtood iJ the cultin.liocI
o( peace :>1 home, moved by I

commcnsar:>tt opirit ofaaifioc..
Ltoa KII>II'. munJ III the:
A~'I MaDOriaI HaD ckpir:Q
wbal the buildcn mc:>nt by "pcuc.: I

whoIehcuted ond \ooring ine!w;o.. of
aU ethnic: groupo, aga, :and ca»>omied...... within Ih""d YfJuu o(
pcnonaI freedom and muNIi rapcct
for human~ IIUIpCa dl:t.t ......
__ and people ... mililU)' Ia"ritt
todar who pkdpl to "ddc:od
Amtric:a', --r ollJ(e" any'"~
of aomething very mud! Ii4 Kro.lI',
mllfl.l in&ide thun, In thia mpc<:r, I
thinlr. they .... no different (rom thole:
who hcu , caD to _-trIi1itary kindo
of IUYicc. My point " that thia
boIikIinc. ill munI, iu iAoo:ripcioa.lIWI
iu idtaJ&, ..u tdd _ lUIiquc power
till unitt all of .. bcrc: aa.- the
gencruions, ~ the politial
IJ>CCUUm, and aero- the dMoac pathc
wc hln all f.lkcn to arrive in
WOKtltcr. That'l why the Auditorium
~ the city'l oaai.licc :oDd r;cniua-III. Confident/OM WheD
Im&EininL Potmtial N:tiYitiea at
meX..dit~m

and utia," fm .. <:aF at aQ,.....e 10

l" down to the kindI of~ aDd
aIculations thOl will ""'- wha. it',
roin& 10 "O$t, ...no will pay Ihe bill,
how ,enen.c<! income wiD otT....
exp<.-. aDd to On. In nu. -y. J C1n

do no """"" !han point to what I
~ io , f"'IC'icaI framcwodo Eo<
tbinlrirlc: obovt thia. fm qWtc~
~ thaI u-c qucotiono wiI1
clcmand metico.Joou aDOWC". and-H-.:vcr, u t\oc mentioned. doob..
aboul the building'a proper role in
roday', Woro:m:r go beyond matterl

ofcoot. MOftOOU, thetc many wbo
IlCOU bocw « may fo<rttcn
wbar dw buiIolms mcana. Cormac u
J <5d to Wo<ct:.tc:r ... 2000, it ""*me
ycaro to r" due mytcfi~ I
think .... need C'OntcI\I\U on wha, ,
m-ivul Audilflrium i' '-I'Orth ro
WOfCCItcr in the f...t pb"" brIore we
c:ao ckti... plano Eo< """'" rmach to
opcr>d, wlw 10 apuod it OQ, """ bow 10
...,. b it. Prcciady bcca-. of lhc
acopcof~ a.nd rid:. 01 ioauc:, i
......,. cbzt if _ don't widdy ahan: ,

fwm, (flt """'" the Memorial
Auditorium itaeJf in(<)fll'II willi .....
oogb. to do with i., then money talk iJ
mono liable to n::ool",- around whit """
"""~ do a.nd why...ther than an>IIJ>d
wtw we. -... do """ '-- .

My 1tnte&J' bcIoor, tbcrclorc. iJ
60aI till Omoob: out~~

to the Worccaler Memori'"
Auditorium. and nat to OIltiine
,ctivitiCl and organiutional
~en.. befitting thaI ruponai·
bW!)< Theo. my gonual "'lliCI00na
for '- till capiDJlze and PUtain dW
ptGjcct .nn. I bDpc, make mon: .......
II :> mtt for ptbcriDc the political.
~ Uld todmicaI_ and

-~ ....D. Wf. Have an Ob~tion to
FuJ£iII The Auditorium', Dettiny

I bea:an to grup what it might
mc:>n fO ful1ilI the dc:rnny o( thee
Won:aw Memorial Aooditorium u t
n:fkctcd IIpoa wbar ..... (:ID all ICC

from tbc OII...d.: iu dcdicatitlt:
iJuaiptioco. If _ ." _tn1
~ _ dctumincd to charr
posterity with I binding du'Y to
uphold • monumen.'. mi..ion
thtrxIghoul the centuria, it could find
no """"" concisely tonl.pc1J.U>g~...-TO HONORmE SERVICE IN
WAR OF HER SONS AND
DAUGHTERS AND TO
NOURISH IN PEACE THEiR
SPIRIT OF SACRlF1CE A
GRATEFUL CITY ERECTED
nus BUILDING,

The dedic:ltitIt: l:ongu:>g<:. the
~ :lftd ~ cenrnl arrinic
_Ib of die W_a M...-w
Aad.itorium all opal< U OOL

Consider. tho: bui.Idaa of 1932 -=

I. Introduction
I" 2006, I .poke with onr a

h=dred di-ne pcopIe obout ......mng
W""'...er Mtmori2l Auditorium. An
ogrttd tha. if would be: I mammoth
undc:rul<inc. Some reoponded to tho.
-r ido. by r=ling 08'=>OQI wily it
....wd be imprxtical. Otbcn hi.",.d
a1 poIiUttJ (on;:a o..Iipwd .... it. A
kw ewen~ lbo Dbotoda 10

d<::moIishing !he otnK'lUt< ahogW=
I.. odditiOtllO oon<:<n>t lbout the vall

financial and lechnkal cha1IengQ. ,b.
rK>tion l/'tlUte<l other fW'll: W. the
buiJdi",1 fonn.. role No already been
tilled by nnn:r c:ntuprise:s; thaI ..,
......Jd .....-.en .... oIrady fierce
eompo:titiot. """""'l~ CIrpIi
zatiool for Wnited fiIDdo: one! dic:atde;
tha. oi"". previow antmpu hI:n
faiIcd, ~II'JJ>POff"" WOIIld bqin
r.nd end by Joolcing foolloh.

Nonctbdc.., • oolid mojority '"'
hich1y .nlhll,iuli<:. dupi.t he"
~ ofthc n.b~ 'Thio
II!d .... 10~ dw tb.o~
will needed to ..,CCftC1 with this
pn>j«:% doeJ erin. It l'tIitlU be
cWtrxtcd,~. by (nUtJc. ~
C\IdI :II ctitici~,,! whom I)< wiw it
reopolUiblt for leaving the bu.ildmr
idle, or picturing what "'" a>UId do if
0CIly i. _ ... noI ...... lIlo<llIoClri:a ond
UI ordUleClUA1~. To mobiIiu
ptoeIuc:rift ....timenc, I tugclI woe:
roc...~ on '-- .mud! it bam ta
alJooo, • tnOttIUDCnm IOl!iIi<c It the
oobr pIc:lau of our city caaclcaI.y 10

.houl ;ndiff.",n<:t, plfIlpi., and
deay to the world. Th. AudilOriurn~

beauty and ,"Ie u/kcl: 110 powetfuUy
the hich P"'J'C'"'" for which it _
bcailr dw ....... if woe: .......,....ed it, bur
lOr Icatr pa:pooa., I IIItpCCt dw. •
__ ofmediocrity-' dcdiDc .....ud
putift.~. , buml>ly propoec
that """ fialIy restore thls bWlding III i..
otIgi.naI <leniny. I grant thaI thio may
oecm impoaibk, but I rubmil thaI it',
one of thoK impotIiblc t!Iin«a that _
murl do *"7""',..

To mobilize productive

sentiment. I suuest we

focus instead on how much

It hurts to allow a

monumental edifice at the

solar plexus of our city

ceaselessly to shout

indifference, paralysis, and

decay to the world.



Toward A Pedestrian Friend1y and Culturally Diverse Orban Village:
The East Highland Area Neighborhood Association (EBANA) Vision

By John Wilkes

The East Highland Area is thought by some, especially some real estate agents I

to be in transition from residential to commercial land uses. We do not agree.
We expect the economic driver of the area to continue to be the housing and
services needed by the students of WPI and Becker. However, this is entirely
compatible with a community that remains residential because of the size of the
houses in the neighborhood. They are far too large for the average family size
in this period, and hence, they present an opportunity for the upwardly mobile
homeowner, if they are handled properly. We want to see "live in" resident
landlords who rent the extra space in their houses to students. Thus, people who
could not yet hope to own their own houses elsewhere in the city could do so
here, due to the income streams coming from housing students in extra space.

The threat to our vision of the neighborhood is primarily absentee landlords and
businesses that want to take over the big older houses and either break them up
into shabby, poorly managed, student apartments or convert them to offices and
pave the yards for parking. We are not anti-business, and indeed want to foster
some new businesses in our area, particularly family owned ethnic restaurants
that are not chains and are unique in the city. I went to an Ethiopian
restaurant in Washington D.C. and found the experience memorable. Since I know
some Sudanese refugees living in the city I have often wondered what they would
do with a local restaurant, since the idea of going to dinner and knowing that
some of the money I spent would go back to Sudan, some to UN refugee camps in
Kenya and some would help local refugees and this appeals to me. However, I
digress.

We want to see the large older houses in the neighborhood fall into the hands of
immigrant and diversity oriented families that really want to live in the area,
rather than absentee landlords. They would still house students, but in our
experience owner occupant landlords living in the houses where they rent rooms
or apartments control the situation. Live-in managers are less desirable, but
better than nothing. We already have a number of absentee landlords active in
our area and their properties typically look neglected. Neighbors don't know
who to go to with noise and trash issues. Some seem to be trying to take over
whole blocks, and that kind of land speculation assembling lots for some unknown
new use concerns us. Events that will affect our environs and property values
are potentially taken out the open forums where we can be fully involved.

The larger vision, as noted, involves ethnic restaurants and craft
establishments and groups running activities in the public schools to celebrate
diversity as well. We were considering the encouragement of an African
immigrant community on the edge of WPI, which would enhance its ability to
diversify its student body as well. However, other culturally interesting
possibilities also exist. I am trying to talk the new owner of a 16 room
facility on Lancaster street that used to be a psychiatric nursing home into
setting up a "theme housen for WPI students. I contacted the SMA$ Club for him,
(Society for Medieval Arts and Sciences). These students are into dressing and
acting the part of medieval lords, ladies, servants and knights. Clearly one
could see them teaming up with Higgins Armory and running local events in the
neighborhood and at local schools if they had a base of operations and a place
to set up for their pageantry and jousts etc. The major problem in this



younger people living among them. The elders would not be pushed into
participating in activities, that are supposed to be therapeutic, (as they
often are when the younger people run "facilities "for them). This would
be independent living, with interdependent neighbors in which financially
stable elders sort of set the tone for the place.

6) Improved bus service will be needed, especially to link food stores, drug
stores, hospitals and doctors offices to the residential area for people
without cars.

7al The Court House seems to be of interest to Preservation Worcester.
However, they want to take down the less historical and scenic part of the
facility. We would rather see that potential class room, meeting and
office space turned into an integrated immigrant support center (ESL
classes, legal advice, social services etc.) accessible to people
living in the area without cars.

7b) Actually, we think Worcester needs a Law school and dedicating the whole
existing courthouse space to start one would be even better. The Aud. and
Courthouse together would be an excellent start toward one.

So, those are the things we things would fit the area, be mutually enhancing
with our neighborhood and help it hold its residential character, as well as
serve a certain type of resident that we want to attract particularly well.



stores the a lot of professional offices, 2 hospitals a bus/train station as
well as a major parking lot and City Hall would make all property along that
route more valuable and ease the downtown parking issues. Lincoln square could
anchor the north end and be the pick up point for a shuttle bus to Greendale
Mall as well as the gateway to the walking route down the Highland corridor.

As a walking community, we want to see pathways coming into the Lincoln square
area from Institute and Elm Parks. Between these parks we envision a bike lane
along Park Ave. and sidewalks suitable for slower strollers, bikes, roller
skates and Segway transporters as well as wheel chairs and carts of all kinds
that a shopper might use. A cirCUlating police presence would be welcome- and
what transportation they should use is an interesting question. I favor keeping
it quiet but a muffled motorcycle patrol would make the police the fastest, most
powerful presence on the circuit. A golf cart might be sufficient to make the
rounds often enough and lend assistant to an injured walker or rider.

We want to see the old Yoke area become housing, diverse housing, and think a
mix of elders in really nice Condos and modest apartments for their support and
service staffs would be a nice touch. So, what will be the local entertainment
sector that one can walk to? The Aud. properly designed to accommodate diverse
configurations we see as a major asset." It should be busy about 300 days of the
year, even if the activity of the night is just a movie of the less popular
artsy type that that is too old or scorned by the commercial popular culture.
We would like to see 75 of those days scheduled by an organizing committee
representing the local community and having a diverse ethnic and arts flavor.

Another 75 days per year should be scheduled by the Worcester Public Schools and
we would like to see the Aud, set up as the perfect place to have a High school
level Model ON type event. The WPS would control the schedule and space, but
this should be regional with debating teams from allover Central Mass and even
New England gathering in Worcester to have the students explore international
issues and negotiate relationships between contending states. The building was
dedicated to World Peace after WW I, and we should remember that legacy.

Another 75 days per year should be scheduled by the Worcester College
consortium. Performances, speakers of common interest, mixers and again Model
UN events, should all be accommodated. The Chinese Students from allover
Worcester should be able to gather at their New Years or Moon Festival and throw
a bash that the whole city can attend. I went to the Diwali Festival of light
run by the WPI students from India. It was impressive. I was sitting next to a
Clark student from India who wondered why he only heard about this at the last
minute and he and his friends were not involved. It was a good question.

If the colleges are setting up Model UN scenarios why not have them run some of
their events for area High school and Middle school students and the Secondary
school students can run them for Elementary school students. Indeed, teams from
all the elementary schools in Worcester could gather to represent different
countries to consider a global issue and the colleges would probably be glad to
help out with that as well.

The last 75 days per year should be rented out to external organizations to
cover building maintenance and pay the staff members who run the facility and
are not already on the WPS or a consortium college payroll. If we can set up for
a model UN we can cover all kinds of negotiations from union contracts to
interstate environmental compacts. If we can do a HS graduation we can do all
kinds of award ceremonies. If we can hold a craft fair we can do smaller trade
shows. If we can do a rally or stage play we can do all kinds of events for



Appcndix F

Proposed Uses for the Worcester Auditorium

• Arts Ccntcr! Convcntion Ccntcr
The Auditorium would be used to harbor amateur performing arts such as:

College and High School Musicals! Dramas
Choirs and other musical groups
Ethnic traditional! contemporary arts
Perfonning arts competitions

The Auditorium would also be used for other activities such as:
Debates among college high school or civic groups
Simulations such as Model United Nations, Model U.S. Congress, Model
Mass. Legislature, etc.
Re-enactments of famous trials, political conventions, and other landmark
events
Sports events and competitions, such as the Worcester Indoor Olympics

• Collegiate Center
The Auditorium would be used as a meeting place for intercollegiate events
hosted by the Colleges of Worcester Consortium such as:

Meetings for all chapters of different organizations within the consortium
that have similar interests, such as professional societies, cultural
organizations and community service organizations
Social gatherings, such as parties, movie nights, game nights, etc.
Guest speakers, exhibitions! performances of interest to the collegiate
community, collegiate perfonning arts events

• Tourist Attraction, Research Facility, and Goddard Exhibit! Museum
The Auditorium would be used for research and exhibition purposes, such as:

Film festivals and negotiations
Research and testing for the Consortium Department of Space Studies
A meeting place for the Consortium Department of Peace Studies
Replicas such as, moon bases, space stations, and WW I and WW n
battlefields after battles

Conclusion
The proposed uses above are intended to provide:

a local resource for residents in the given part of the city to use
a resource and gathering place for high school and/or college students
citywide
a regional resource that draws people to the city, honors Robert Goddard,
and fosters his dream
a place to draw a new sector of the national economy to Worcester, MA
and create new job opportunities for locals
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Three Proposed Uses for the Worcester Auditorium

• Local Arts Centerl Convention Center
The renovation would be funded by the city through grants or volunteer labor and a
mostly volunteer group would run the venue. Small fees would be charged at the door to
cover continuing maintenance.
The Auditorium would be used to harbor local amateur perfonning arts such as:

College and High School Musicals! Dramas
Choirs and other musical groups
Ethnic traditional! contemporary arts
Performing arts competitions! shows

The Auditorium would also be used for other activities such as:
Debates among college high school or civic groups
Simulations such as Model United Nations, Model U.S. Congress, Model Mass.
Legislature, etc.
Rc-enactments of famous trials. political conventions, and other landmark events
Local sports events ranging from volleyball, roller skating, floor hockey, and
wrestling, to a possible Worcester Indoor Olympics

Very Desirable 6
Very Feasible 6

5
5

4
4

3
3

2
2

I Undesirable
I Not at All Feasible

• Intercollegiate and High School Student Center
The renovations would be funded by the City through an enlarged public school budget and
by contributions from the Worcester Consortium, which would co-own the building.

The Auditorium would be used as a meeting place for intercollegiate events designed to
bring students of the city together and events at which all the high schools in the city,
both public and private, can do jointly, such as:

Meetings for all chapters of different organizations within the consortium that
have similar interests, such as professional societics, cultural organizations and
community service organizations
Social gatherings, such as parties, movie nights, game nights, etc.
Guest speakers, exhibitions! perfonnances of interest to the collegiate
community, collegiate perfonning arts events and awards ceremonies

There would be an emphasis on having the college students set up events for the High
School students and the High school Student Clubs to set up things for the
Elementary school students. Craft Fairs, festivals, Model United Nations', science
fairs, career fairs, ethnic holiday events, and ecumenical religious events arc all
possibilities. Award ceremonies and political gathering are to be encouraged. The
Worcester College consortium would move its offices there and provide space for
joint ventures by the colleges of Worcester in Gender Studies, Space Studies and
Peace Studies and other fields in which each campus is individually weak, but in
combination could be nationally competitive.

Very Desirable 6
Very Feasible 6

5
5

4
4

3
3

2
2

I Undesirable
I Not at All Feasible
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• Tourist Attraction! Business Incubator Dedicated the Robert Goddard

This plan would be funded "in kind" by the city giving a private organization affiliated
with the Worcester College Consortium a "lease" involving tax and rent credits in return
for spending on renovation and exhibit construction. State and Federal Grants would also
be sought. The goal would be to bring in revenue for renovation from visitors - mostly
school children from the region on field trips, but also families and youth groups.

The Auditorium would be used for educational and exhibition purposes, such as:
A Mockup of a Moon Base to simulate the one to be built in 2020.
A meeting place and project center for the Consortium Department of Space
Studies, which would design and run the "Lunar" facility.

Special Movie Projection equipment would be installed to create the illusion ofa
Moonscape to visitors standing at the door of the underground base.
This facility would also be able to approximate underground military bunkers and
bomb shelters typical of the 20111 century wars.

A meeting place and project center for the Consortium Department of Peace
Studies would run simulations WW I and WW II sites and cities after battles or
air raids as an educational tourist attraction would be provided.
One set up would be suited to Peace Conferences and Model United Nations on
Lunar Law and Space Policy amidst the space and war exhibits. Demilitarizing
space would be a major goal.
Another set up would aUow the special projection capabilities to be used for
more nonnal film showings and film festivals.
Another set up would be for an annual fair for new company startups designed to
attract jobs of the future in emerging fields to Worcester. Entrepreneurs and
invertors would compete for rent! tax-free start-up space in old Worcester
Buildings in return for renovating the part of the building they were using. This
event would honor Robert Goddard as an inventor and visionary, but the
company concepts need not be in the field of Aerospace. The Space Studies
Dept. would attract some in that field.

Very Desirable 6
Very Feasible 6

5
5 ""

3
3

2
2

1 Undesirable
1 Not at All Feasible

Comments and other ideas:



Appendix H

4121/07

To: Dean of Students Peterson, College of the Holy Cross
Dean of Students Cameron, Becker College
Dean of Student Affairs Rogoff, U Mass Medical School
Associate Dean of Student Pierce, Mass College of Phannacy and Health Sciences

From: Professor John Wilkes, Dept of Social Science and Policy Studies, WPY
(508)831-5578 and Iesha "Memphis" Boyce, Project Assistant

RE: The University Student Voice in Worcester City Planning Process

As you probably know, Worcester is making plans to redevelop the North End of Main Street,
where the Auditorium, old Vocational School and old Courthouse are. Most problematic is the
future of the Auditorium, which is a war memorial is need of an estimated $30 Million in
renovations. The October 1995 Charette on the subject proposed the model of the area of
Northhampton near Smith College as a model for the area, and the closing quote was " Worcester
has an untapped market of30,000 college students who would be attracted to gather at such a
commercial center".

If so, the programming of the largest venue in that area, the Auditorium, is critical. Hence, the
voice of the college students is critical as to what use it would be put to and how it might serve to
draw students from all over the city together, assuming appropriate public transportation form all
the campuses. At the time they were thinking a "College Art Center where area college students
could display their work for public viewing", and presumably that would have included theatrical
perfonnances. "Ethnic Festivals ..... celebrating the international diversity of the city, and
especially the college communities within it, were also mentioned.

Recently, Nat Needles wrote an article in the lnCity Times (Feb IS, 2007), detailing a similar
proposal, which I have included, as an elaboration of the first of 3 alternative uses of the
Worcester Auditorium. However, two other proposals involving a more fonnal College and High
school collaboration and a Consortium- Business collaboration have also been developed for
comparison with this model.

Focus groups involving about 6 students from each campus have been held at WPI, Clark
University and Assumption College to get reactions to these ideas and solicit other ideas.
However, lesha Boyce has run out of time in her efforts to set up such events on your campuses.
She has to complete data collection by May III. Hence, she has asked me to distribute on her
behalf a questionnaire that she has developed, based on the experience of the Clark and WPI
focus groups, to the other campuses. She asks me to solicit your help in getting about 6 students
who are either involved in student government, or an appropriate class, possibly in Urban Studies
or simply the 6 students you would have invited to a focus group because you respect their
opinions.

At WPI she drew on 6 people selected from different student networks ranging from APO (our
service fraternity) to clubs serving minority group engineers and foreign students. Her meetings
lasted an hour, but this 2 page survey should take no more than 10 minutes to answer. If you
think a focus group in the next week is still possible, she would prefer to operate that way. You
can contact her at MemphiS@wpi.edu to set up such an event.
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Should you be willing to participate, I will leave it to yOUf discretion to decide whether to have
the responses mailed back to lesha individually or whether you would be willing to gather up the
6 responses and send them back to her as a package by the deadline. Obviously she still wants
what you can get even if all 6 of those you ask to participate do not follow through. Feel free to
make a few extra copies and mark them "administrator' if you or members of yOUf staff what to
express yOUf opinions about the pros and cons of each possibility as well. but Iesha is trying to
document the student voice of Worcester on this subject.

Iesha has been invited by the City of Worcester to participate in a focus group to be run soon by
the planning firm employed by the city to come up with a fannal plan for the North End of Main
Street. We expect that to be in the next few weeks. At that event she wants to be able to
authoritatively represent the student voice of Worcester. I do hope you can help her out in this
project.

It is a good precedent for future planning where the City is actually trying to improve the quality
of student life here and may actually enhance the recruitment efforts of all the Worcester College
if this is done right. A gathering place for the college students of Worcester is long overdue, and
once they get to know each other better, they will be more likely to visit teach other's on campus
events as well.


